
 

Proactive Release 

The following documents have been proactively released by the Department of the Prime 
Minister and Cabinet (DPMC): 

 
Annalect Social Media Listening Reports (April 2020 – April 2022) 

 
Early in New Zealand’s pandemic response, a critical need was identified to understand how 
information provided about COVID-19 was being received and understood by the public. 
Public communications about the pandemic had to be effective to ensure that New Zealanders 
were able to comply with legal requirements and guidance on COVID-19 in order to stop the 
spread of the virus. 
  
To this end, the Department of the Prime Minister and Cabinet (DPMC) commissioned regular 
research focusing on sentiment and behaviours towards COVID-19. As part of this, in April 
2020, Annalect, the data analytics division of OMD New Zealand, which is the media buying 
agency for the COVID-19 response, began undertaking social media analysis for the COVID-
19 Group. We did not have this capability ourselves and it would not have been economic or 
timely to build it in-house. Therefore, external providers were sought. Commissioning this 
service was undertaken at pace, given the threat of the emerging pandemic in April 2020.  
 
Organisations, including government departments, have monitored social media for many 
years in order to improve the quality of information they provide to the public 
   
As the pandemic response evolved, tools such as this enabled the COVID-19 Group to be 
agile and adapt communications to address information gaps and the questions and concerns 
of New Zealanders about the COVID-19 response. 
  
The analysis compiled by Annalect helped measure the effectiveness of the Unite Against 
COVID-19 communications and public information campaign as it sought to keep New 
Zealanders informed through the different phases of the response. It enabled the COVID-19 
Group to identify if there were gaps in public understanding about restrictions and public health 
guidelines, and develop tailored communications to address those gaps. 
  
The analysis also provided valuable insights into the impact of pandemic restrictions, New 
Zealanders’ acceptance of them and their willingness to carry out COVID-19 related health 
behaviours. In this sense, the insights have been important in ensuring the safety of our 
communities and maintaining the public trust that is required for an effective response to 
COVID-19. Robust and easily understood public health information has been a key pillar of 
New Zealand’s success in responding effectively to COVID-19.  
  
In compiling the reports, analysts used the Brandwatch Consumer Research tool to observe 
prominent themes regarding the COVID-19 Response, analysing social and digital news 
content on public channels in New Zealand. 
  
The reports provided mostly high-level insights into topics of conversation around COVID-19 
online. This includes the volume of social conversation around a given topic and the sentiment 
of that conversation and how that sentiment changed over time. Annalect also provided 
analysis and commentary on the most prominent issue(s) of the week – for example, if there 
was an Alert Level change, they would analyse conversation around this. This analysis was a 
useful window into the impact of the virus and pandemic restrictions on New Zealanders. 



The reports were refined and adjusted over time to reflect the changing language, landscape 
and focus of the COVID-19 response. In most cases, this was done proactively by Annalect. 
This included the occasional updating of the topics being tracked (for example, introducing 
‘Vaccine Rollout’ when this became a relevant topic of conversation in New Zealand). 
  
The social conversations that were analysed by Annalect came from two sources. The first 
was from engagement with Unite Against COVID-19 (UAC) and Ministry of Health (MoH) 
social media channels, and the second was from content posted publicly elsewhere online, 
from news media, Facebook pages, Twitter, Reddit and other public blogs and forums in 
New Zealand, pulled via keyword searches. Annalect also reported on publicly visible 
engagement with other government pages, such as those of Te Puni Kōkiri and the Ministry 
for Pacific Peoples, in order to understand the questions and concerns of different 
audiences. 
 

The data analysed from UAC social media channels was, in large part, from publicly visible 
comments on UAC social media pages. For two periods in 2020 and 2021, Annalect provided 
a ‘Frequently asked questions’ report, summarising the most asked questions about the 
pandemic and the response online, which included an analysis of questions sent to UAC social 
media channels via direct messages. This was to understand what gaps in public 
understanding existed and what questions and concerns New Zealanders had about COVID-
19, to improve the information being provided to the public via UAC. 
  
During the initial stages of the COVID-19 Vaccine Campaign between May and August 2021, 
analysis of direct messages was also performed on MoH channels for the same reason it was 
on UAC channels, specifically for the vaccine rollout. 
 

In analysing direct messages, Annalect used ‘Sprinklr’, the system the National Crisis 
Management Centre and then DPMC used for managing its social media accounts. Annalect 
were able to generate reports from the system’s reporting dashboard to review sentiment and 
themes from comments and messages being received on the Unite Against COVID-19 and 
Ministry of Health social media channels. 
 
Annalect summarised the most frequently asked questions, and gave examples of these 
questions and others which highlighted prominent themes or issues important to the overall 
response. The analysis of these direct messages to government websites looked at overall 
themes as a guide on which areas of public health information needed strengthening or 
clarifying 
 
At no point in the COVID-19 response has DPMC or Annalect been able to monitor or review 
private conversations or messages between members of the public – nor would we have 
sought access or have means of accessing that information as part of our remit to provide 
high quality public health information about COVID-19 to New Zealanders. 
 

The COVID-19 Group acknowledges the Unite Against COVID-19 website and social media 
channels could have been clearer that communications received may be used for reporting 
purposes. A disclaimer to this effect has been added to all Unite Against COVID-19 channels. 
 
In places in the reports, screenshot examples of public-facing comments from social media 
users were provided by Annalect in order to provide context around the data and the themes 
that were being observed. Good practice required usernames to be redacted, and in later 
reports, so too were users’ profile pictures as part of Annalect’s continuous improvement of 
the reports, which involved refining of the design of the reports and introducing further privacy 



measures. Otherwise, Annalect took steps to ensure that all data in the reports was 
anonymised before it was provided to DPMC. 
  
In New Zealand, Annalect is a division of OMD and sits within OMD’s New Zealand office with 
locally employed analysts. All work is done in New Zealand, by New Zealand-based analysts. 
In undertaking this work, OMD/Annalect were required to uphold New Zealand privacy laws 
when analysing and handling information found in the public domain or through direct 
messages. Annalect analysts all sign individual non-disclosure agreements in relation to this 
work, and OMD/Annalect have their own company-wide non-disclosure agreement that 
covered this work. 
  
In their effort to support the Unite Against COVID-19 campaign by providing analysis of 
conversation online about the pandemic, Annalect made judgement calls as to what to 
provide in the reports, proactively including information they believed would be useful for 
officials to know. 
 
In a small number of reports, Annalect included information not directly relevant to the 
COVID-19 response. On occasion, this included information about politicians and political 
parties. Information not useful to the COVID-19 response was disregarded and Annalect did 
not track the social media profiles of politicians or political parties for DPMC. 
  
It may also be noted that the names of politicians and political parties sometimes appear 
highlighted in the reports. This is because they are listed in the base search query that 
Annalect uses when analysing issues and topics around COVID-19, and they happen to come 
up, from time to time, in the examples of conversations they provide in the reports. Annalect 
did not track mentions of these names for DPMC. 
  
It is important to note the primary use of the reports was internal, informing the COVID-19 
Group’s communications approach. A summary of overall themes and observations were 
sometimes included in external updates and in policy documents, but the reports were not 
provided to Ministers’ offices in full. 
  
As it approached two years since the reports were originally commissioned, DPMC undertook 
a review of the reports and whether they were still required for the next phase of the pandemic 
response. The reports were discontinued in April 2022, as the insights they provided were 
considered to no longer be required as we moved to long-term management of the virus. In 
total, 231 reports were received between April 2020 to April 2022. The total cost of these 
reports was $261,974. 
  
Some parts of this information release would not be appropriate to release in full and, if 
requested, would be withheld under the Official Information Act 1982 (the Act). The information 
that has been withheld from this document has been withheld under section 9(2)(a) of the Act, 
to protect the privacy of individuals. No public interest has been identified that would outweigh 
the reasons for withholding this information. 
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COVID-19 Awareness Study  /  Confidential  / Annalect 2021

A N N A L E C T  S O C I A L  A N A L Y T I C S 2

Update 
Summary:

FAQs: Vaccine related queries were 66% of the total FAQs to 

UAC19 owned channels (total 324). People were seeking information 

around the logistics of booking an appointment for their COVID-19 

vaccine, what side-effects should they be wary of and had questions 

around which group they or their household members are part of. 

Travel related questions made up 26% with queries from Australians 

and New Zealanders surrounding pauses to traveling too/from Perth 

or Sydney.

Conversation analysis:

Some New Zealanders are talking about the vaccine as a device that 

opens up the possibility of overseas travel. Comments indicate those 

who have the resources and desire to travel see the vaccine as 

protection for themselves and their families. The motivation is more 

individual rather than collective. 
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COVID-19 Awareness Study  /  Confidential  / Annalect 2021

F A Q  O W N E D  C H A N N E L S

FAQs May 4 - 9, 2021 (6-day period)
Total questions: 324

— Can/when can I travel to/from 

Perth/Sydney?

— Can you transit though Sydney?

— Can/when you travel to/from NSW?

— Do travelers from high-risk countries 

need to be vaccinated before coming to 

NZ?

— Can I travel to the Cook Islands if I’m not 

an NZ citizen?

— Can NZ Citizens return home from 

India?

— CASES (3%) I can’t find the locations of 

interest of the Christchurch/Sydney 

case.

— NZ COVID Tracer App (<1%) Can 

business be asked to refresh their QR 

codes. 

— BORDER CONTROLS (<1%) Why can 

the NZ cricketers return from India when 

all others can not?

— Access / How 76: Logistics, wait times, 

appointments, booking errors.

— Risk / Side-effects 24: Can I have 

information on? What reported side-

effects exist?

— Access / Group 22: Which group am I 

in? I'm in group 1/ a border worker 

should/can the members of my 

household get vaccinated also? When 

will group x/y/z have their turn?

— Access / Policy 16: audience x should 

be prioritiesd over x. 

— UAC19 comms focused 14: I can’t see 

the subtitles, can we use the clip, why 

am I seeing this?

TRAVEL (26%) OTHER CATEGORIES (All < 4%)VACCINE (66%) see subthemes below

SUMMARY: Vaccine related queries were 66% of the total FAQs to UAC19 

owned channels (total 324). People were seeking information around the 

logistics of booking an appointment for their COVID vaccine, what side-effects 

should they be wary of and had questions around which group they or their 

household members are part of. Travel related questions made up 26% with 

queries from Australians and New Zealanders surrounding pauses to traveling 

too/from Perth or Sydney.

— Effectiveness 10: Is it 95% effective 

against all variants/strains? How do you 

define ‘immunity’ if the vaxx doesn’t stop 

you from getting it? How long does it 

last?

— Risk Medical 4: I have x, is it safe for 

me?

— Flu shot 4: When can I have my flu shot 

if I’ve had my COVID. How to prioritise?

— Access / Travel 4: Can I apply for an 

early vaccine if I intend to travel?

— Misinformation/Scams 3: I have 

received pamphlet, email, text is it legit?

— Risk Pregnancy 2: Is there?

— Other: What happens if I decline, how 

can I signup to help the vaxx effort?
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COVID-19 Awareness Study  /  Confidential  / Annalect 2021

A T T I T U D I N A L  S E G M E N T  

D E F I N I T I O N S
5

Analysts have segmented social 

conversation into categories that 

reflect New Zealanders’ attitudes 

towards the COVID-19 vaccine.

There are also included categories 

that capture more general “interest” 

content e.g. conversation about the 

international roll out of a vaccine, 

performance of specific vaccines 

and so forth. These categories often 

contain shared international news 

and retweeted international content. 

Method: Conversation is gathered 

initially via a key word query. It is 

segmented and automated using 

natural language processing & 

statistical pattern recognition

Vaccine conversation (attitudinal categories) 1 April – 9 May, 2021. Public social conversation in New Zealand

Vaxx sceptics 

Hesitancy or distrustful of the vaccine. 

Conspiracy and misinformation

Anti-vaxx and conspiracy theories. 

Negative access stories 

Barriers and blockers to accessing the 

vaccine, having a negative experience of 

vaccination. 

Roll out and planning discussion

How the vaccine rollout is progressing. 

Vaxx development and approval news 

Development and approval of the vaccine. 

Tends to have an international focus.

Politics International and local

Conversation about how governments are 

dealing with the vaccine.

Vaxx advocate

Advocating for New Zealanders to have the 

vaccine. 

Enabling change 

Future focused discussion about what a 

vaccinated population will enable. 

Positive Access stories 

The ease and accessibility of getting vaccinated, 

having a positive experience of vaccination. Proa
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UAC-19 vaccine. Awareness Study  /  Confidential  / Annalect 2021

A N N A L E C T  S O C I A L  A N A L Y T I C S 1

Unite Against COVID-19:
FAQs Analysis
May 10 - 16, 2021 
New Zealand
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UAC-19 vaccine. Awareness Study  /  Confidential  / Annalect 2021

A N N A L E C T  S O C I A L  A N A L Y T I C S 2

FAQs 
Summary:

Unite Against COVID-19 and Ministry of Health: 

People were seeking information around the logistics of vaccine 

appointments, wondering what the risks of vaccination are for 

certain groups and what side-effects they should be wary of. People 

were also asking about MIQ including cost, insurance and the 

number of people currently in managed isolation. 

Partner and organic:

There were very few COVID-19 related questions on Te Puni Kōkiri

and Ministry for Pacific Peoples pages. These are currently not 

boosted. Questions to public social media sources focus on vaccine 

safety and weighing up the perceived risk of the vaccine versus its 

perceived effectiveness. 
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UAC-19 vaccine. Awareness Study  /  Confidential  / Annalect 2021

F A Q :  U A C  A N D  M O H  O W N E D  C H A N N E L S

FAQs UAC and MoH combined – 344 questions 
May 10–16, 2021 

— Can anyone name insurance companies 

that cover Government imposed MIQ 

costs if there is an outbreak when 

travelling?

— How many people are in MIQ currently?

— When a person tests positive and is put 

into managed isolation what type of 

medical treatment do they receive?

— For NZ returnees do they have to pay for 

their isolation costs?

— TRAVEL (2%) I am flying from Perth to 

NZ next week – can you please tell me if 

there is anything I need to do or know 

for my travels?

— CASES (<2%) Was there an update 

today?

— TESTING (<2%) Is it possible to request 

an antibody test for COVID?

— Vaccine roll-out (153): How do I book / 

where do I / why can’t I / what group am 

/ when will I be contacted / how long will 

it take. 

— Vaccine risk (38): What’s the advice 

for/is it safe for xyz medical 

conditions/pregnancy. 

— Vaccine side-effects (30): What are the 

long-term/do we know the/how many 

incidents of.

— Vaccine effectiveness (24): How long 

will it be effective / what does 95% 

protected mean / does the vaccine 

prevent you from getting COVID-

19/transmitting the virus.

MANAGED ISOLATION (3%) OTHER CATEGORIES VACCINE (85%) see subthemes below

SUMMARY: Vaccine-related queries were 85% of the total FAQs to the 

combined UAC19 and Ministry of Health owned channels (total 344). People 

were seeking information around the logistics of vaccine appointments, 

wondering what the risks of vaccination are for certain groups and what side-

effects they should be wary of. Managed isolated-related questions made up 

3% with people asking about cost, insurance and number of people currently in 

MIQ. 

— Vaccine safety & approval: (23): What 

does provisional consent by MedSafe

NZ mean / is it FDA approved.

— Vaccine misinformation (15): Why are 

docs/microbiologists who oppose 

vaccine not allowed media time. 

— Vaccine & flu shots (4): Can flu and 

COVID-vaccine be delivered in same 

appointment. 

— Vaccine international commentary (4): 

Why has my mum had a dead arm for 2 

months after receiving the vaccine in UK 

/ How many people globally have had 

adverse vaccine reactions.
Methodology & data coverage: Data is pulled from community management tools and 

includes private and public posts. 
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UAC-19 vaccine. Awareness Study  /  Confidential  / Annalect 2021

F A Q :  P A R T N E R  &  O R G A N I C 4

— Note: TPK posted one COVID related 

piece of content to their Facebook wall. 

This generated no comments. 

— Note: MPP posted one COVID 

related piece of content to their 

Facebook wall which resulted in one 

comment. (Next week will include 

more posts).

No questions within this period (0%) No questions within this period (0%)

Methodology & data coverage: analysis is 

based on public posts to Te Puni Kokiri 

Facebook wall only.

Methodology & data coverage: 

analysis is based on public posts to 

Ministry for Pacific Peoples Facebook 

wall only.

— Vaccine side-effects (22%)

— Vaccine safety & approval (16%)

— Vaccine effectiveness (16%)

— Vaccine rollout (8%)

— Vaccine misinformation (6%)

— #NZPOL (6%)

— Vaccine risk (5%)

— Other: Alert Levels, Immigration/border 

controls, Virus, Economy.  

Organic conversation Public Social 

media NZ

Methodology & data coverage: Annalect 

trained a Natural Language Processor to 

recognize and pull all comments structured 

as questions from public social media in New 

Zealand (Facebook community and news 

pages, Reddit, Twitter, blogs and forums). A 

COVID19 filter was then applied to the data 

set. 

A lack of conversation in general on 

COVID-related posts to the TPK and MPP 

pages is likely because these posts are 

currently unpaid (not boosted). However, 

there may also be some hesitancy to voice 

questions on social media by their 

audiences.

Questions to public social media sources 

(e.g., news sites) are often conversational 

or argumentative. Comments focus on 

vaccine safety and weighing up the 

perceived risk of the vaccine versus its 

perceived effectiveness. 

Partner and organic FAQ summary
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UAC-19 vaccine. Awareness Study  /  Confidential  / Annalect 2021

A N N A L E C T  S O C I A L  A N A L Y T I C S 1

Unite Against COVID-19:
FAQs Analysis
May 17 - 23, 2021 
New Zealand
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UAC-19 vaccine. Awareness Study  /  Confidential  / Annalect 2021

A N N A L E C T  S O C I A L  A N A L Y T I C S 2

FAQs 
Summary:

Unite Against COVID-19

People were seeking information around the logistics of vaccine appointments, 

the effectiveness of the vaccine and access regarding groups. Case-related 

questions had people asking about number of cases and hospital admissions.  

Ministry of Health:

People were seeking information around vaccine appointment logistics and 

asking about different aspects of the rollout. People were asking about testing 

methods and results.

Partner and organic:
There were very few COVID-19 related questions on Te Puni Kōkiri and Ministry 

for Pacific Peoples pages. These are currently not boosted. Questions to public 

social media sources focus on vaccine safety/approval in relation to the urgent 

legislation passed recently in Parliament as well as the perceived effectiveness 

of the vaccine. 
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UAC-19 vaccine. Awareness Study  /  Confidential  / Annalect 2021

F A Q :  U A C  O W N E D  C H A N N E L S

FAQs UAC – 319 questions
May 17 – 23, 2021 

— Where did the six new cases come 

from? 

— How many cases are in hospital?

— Why do we still have positive cases at 

the border?

— Why is it that only the total cumulative 

number of confirmed cases is being 

reported to WHO and not the total 

cumulative number of cases?

— TESTING (3%) What is a weak positive? 

/ what cycle are PCR tests set at /  if you 

can test for it in water why can’t test for 

it in saliva?

— TRAVEL (2%) Is the travel bubble still 

open / are aircrafts contained within the 

bubble / can you travel from Aus to NZ 

and then Cook Islands without 

quarantine? 

— Vaccine access (logistics): 79/236 

(When will/do I/we/town/city get / who do 

I/we contact / how do I book / where do I 

go / why haven’t I/we been contacted / 

got an email/text 

— Vaccine effectiveness: 34/236 (Do I 

have to do MIQ if vaccinated / evidence 

for decreased transmission / how long 

effective for / how often will need 

vaccination)

— Vaccine access (group): 29/236 (What 

group am I/we in / who is in Group X /am 

in Group X and waiting to hear / why 

frontline not vaccinated yet / in Group X 

can I turn up with no appointment)

— Vaccine safety & approval: 23/236 

(Tested on animals / is it 100% safe / is it 

fully approved / Pfizer trial / what is 

provisional consent)

CASES (4%) OTHER CATEGORIES VACCINE (74%) see subthemes below

SUMMARY: Vaccine-related queries were 74% of the total FAQs to the UAC19 

owned channels during this time period (total 319 questions). People were 

seeking information around the logistics of vaccine appointments, the 

effectiveness of the vaccine and access regarding groups.  Case-related 

questions made up 4% with people asking about number of cases and hospital 

admissions.  

— Vaccine roll-out (policy): 23/236 (will 

NZ have other vaccine brands / vaccine 

card/certificate / Can I get vaccinated 

early due to xyz / are NZ giving vaccine 

to other countries)

— Vaccine risk (medical): 19/236 (what 

about xyz condition or medication risk) 

— Vaccine side-effects: 15/236 (what 

have been the / what are long-term / any 

adverse reactions)

— Vaccine roll-out (progress): 12/236 

(vaccine summary / why so slow / 

running true to date / when will be 

completed / what percentage of total 

population in each DHB had)

— Vaccine & flu shot: 2/236 (what is 

recommendation with COVID / why flu + 

COVID vaccines so slow to roll out)

Methodology & data coverage: Data is pulled from community management tools and 

includes private and public posts. 
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UAC-19 vaccine. Awareness Study  /  Confidential  / Annalect 2021

F A Q : M O H  O W N E D  C H A N N E L S

FAQs MoH – 38 questions
May 17 – 23, 2021 

— Can you confirm that the PCR test 

threshold value being used in NZ is still 

currently 40 and has not changed?

— What happened to the 10 people that got 

through the borders without COVID 

testing?

— NZ COVID Tracer app (2%) Is it 

compulsory for visitors from Australia to 

use the COVID tracer app while they are 

in NZ?

— All other categories are non-COVID-

19/vaccine related. 

— Vaccine access (logistics): 8/25 (Why 

haven’t I/we heard / why so hard to find 

out / Can/when will I/ how long second 

vaccine after first)

— Vaccine roll-out (policy): 3/25 (Will we 

have a Vaccine certificate / how get hold 

of Data Monitoring Committee reports)

— Vaccine misinformation 4/25 

(spreading lies / cover-up / pamphlets in 

letter box)

— Vaccine risk (medical): 3/25 (What is 

the risk for xyz medication/condition)

— Vaccine effectiveness: 3/25 (Why do 

vaccinated people need to do MIQ / will 

vaccine be a yearly thing)

TESTING (5%) OTHER CATEGORIES VACCINE (66%) see subthemes below

SUMMARY: Vaccine-related queries were 66% of the total FAQs to the MOH 

owned channels during this time period (total 38 questions). People were 

seeking information around the logistics of vaccine appointments and asking 

about different aspects of the roll-out. Testing-related questions made up 5% 

with people asking about the testing methods and results. 

— Vaccine side-effects 2/25 (what are 

the) 

— Vaccine safety & approval: 1/25 (is this 

legal or do we need one more urgent 

law change)

— Vaccine access (group) 1/25 (How do I 

find out)

Methodology & data coverage: Data is pulled from community management tools and 

includes private and public posts. 
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UAC-19 vaccine. Awareness Study  /  Confidential  / Annalect 2021

F A Q :  P A R T N E R  &  O R G A N I C 5

— Note: TPK posted 2 COVID-19 related 

pieces of content to their Facebook 

walls. These generated no comments. 

— Vaccine access (1/1) Does this 

explanation have different 

languages? (in relation to a COVID-

19 vaccine educational video)

— Note: MPP posted 23 COVID-19 

related pieces of content to their 

Facebook wall which resulted in 19 

comments (mainly tagging others).

No question within this period 1 question within this period

Methodology & data coverage: analysis is 

based on public posts to Te Puni Kokiri 

Facebook walls only.

Methodology & data coverage: 

analysis is based on public posts to 

Ministry for Pacific Peoples Facebook 

wall only.

— Vaccine effectiveness (19%)

— Vaccine safety & approval (19%)

— Vaccine access (logistics) (14%)

— Vaccine misinformation (14%)

— Vaccine & flu (9%)

— Vaccine rollout (policy) (4%)

— Vaccine side-effects (4%)

— Vaccine rollout (progress) (4%)

— Other: Virus, #NZPOL

Organic conversation public social 

media NZ

Methodology & data coverage: Annalect 

trained a Natural Language Processor to 

recognize and pull all comments structured 

as questions from public social media in New 

Zealand (Facebook community and news 

pages, Reddit, Twitter, blogs and forums). A 

COVID19 filter was then applied to the data 

set. 

This week there is a lack of conversation 

in general on COVID-related posts to the 

TPK and MPP pages. This is likely 

because these posts are currently 

unpaid (not boosted). 

Questions to public social media sources 

(e.g., news sites) are often 

conversational or argumentative. 

Comments focus on vaccine safety & 

approval in relation to the urgent 

legislation passed recently in Parliament 

as well as the perceived effectiveness of 

the vaccine. 

SUMMARY: Partner and organic FAQ
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UAC-19 vaccine. Awareness Study  /  Confidential  / Annalect 2021

A N N A L E C T  S O C I A L  A N A L Y T I C S 1

Unite Against COVID-19:
FAQs Analysis
May 24 - 30, 2021 
New Zealand
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UAC-19 vaccine. Awareness Study  /  Confidential  / Annalect 2021

A N N A L E C T  S O C I A L  A N A L Y T I C S 2

FAQs 
Summary:

Unite Against COVID-19

People were seeking information around the logistics of vaccine appointments, 

access for groups and the effectiveness of the vaccine. Due to the paused travel 

bubble with Victoria, there were questions about travel logistics. 

Ministry of Health:

People were seeking information around the logistics of vaccine appointments 

and asking about vaccine trials and effectiveness.

Partner and organic:
There were no COVID-19 related questions on Te Puni Kōkiri and Ministry for 

Pacific Peoples pages this week. These are currently not boosted. Questions to 

public social media sources this week focused on the perceived effectiveness of 

the vaccine and the progress of the rollout. 
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UAC-19 vaccine. Awareness Study  /  Confidential  / Annalect 2021

F A Q :  U A C  O W N E D  C H A N N E L S

FAQs UAC – 397 questions
May 24 - 30, 2021 

— Will I need a negative COVID test if 

transiting through Melbourne?

— How can I prove I haven’t been to 

Melbourne? 

— Is there any update on when the bubble 

might be reopening?

— Can you travel to/from 

Sydney/Brisbane/Perth test/quarantine 

free?

— TESTING (4%) (Result time frame for 

tests / any testing at Wellington 

wastewater this week / how do you get 

your covid test results)

— CASES (2%) (What countries have these 

people arrived from / how is a case 

determined / what variants are 

appearing at our border)

— Vaccine access (logistics): 61/204 

(When will/can I/we/they / how 

do/can/will I/my / where is/ can I go / 

how will xyz be contacted / why has my 

xyz not received / why has xyz being 

vaccinated and not xyz / how long 

second after first jab) 

— Vaccine access (group): 28/204 (How 

do we register if in group x / what are 

the timeframes for group x / when does 

group x vaccinations start)

— Vaccine effectiveness: 26/204 (Will it 

be yearly/how frequently / if vaccinated 

will I/we have to do MIQ/ does vaccine 

stop / how effective is / does it protect 

against variants)

— Vaccine roll-out (policy): 21/204 (When 

are younger people getting / national 

policy for dealing with surplus / why 

supplying Pacific Islands with over 65s 

here waiting / vaccination ID/certificate)

TRAVEL (33%) OTHER CATEGORIES VACCINE (51%) see subthemes below

SUMMARY: Vaccine-related queries were 51% of the total FAQs to the UAC19 

owned channels during this time period (total 397 questions). People were 

seeking information around the logistics of vaccine appointments, access for  

groups and the effectiveness of the vaccine. Travel-related questions made up 

33% with the majority wanting information about the paused travel bubble with 

Victoria. 

— Vaccine  roll-out (progress): 18/204 

(Info on vaxx numbers/ why so slow / 

how come now end of July)

— Vaccine side-effects : 17/204 (What are 

/ impact on menstrual cycle / did anyone 

have first/second dose and feel xyz)

— Vaccine safety & approval: 15/204 

(how can you trust/ensure safety / where 

was it tested / when does provisional 

approval expire / Pfizer trial)

— Vaccine misinformation: 12/204 (why 

refer to vaccine when it isn’t / why 

doctors censured / changes to DNA / 

what are ingredients)

— Vaccine risk (medical): 4/204 (What is 

risk for xyz / can I still donate 

plasma/blood if get vaccine)

— Vaccine (politics): 2/204 (has Jacinda 

had her jab / why MPs under 65 

prioritized ahead of over 65s)

Methodology & data coverage: Data is pulled from community management tools and 

includes private and public posts. 
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F A Q : M O H  O W N E D  C H A N N E L S

FAQs MoH – 45 questions
May 24 - 30, 2021 

— We have just been in Rarotonga and 

now planning on going to Australia. Do 

we have to be in NZ for at least 14 days 

before we fly internationally again? 

— TESTING (2%) – My husband recently 

returned from Melbourne. He was 

refused at three practices due to being 

asymptomatic. Where does he go to get 

his test?

— All other categories are non-COVID-

19/vaccine related. 

— Vaccine access (logistics): 8/32 (When 

are they available in / where are they in / 

how come xyz are getting / does it 

matter when I get second jab)

— Vaccine safety & approval: 5/32 (is it 

still under trial / were Māori included in 

initial trials / what changes will mRNA 

make to our cells)

— Vaccine effectiveness: 5/32 (How does 

it stop the spread / will we need it 

frequently / what’s point if it doesn’t stop 

contracting/passing on COVID-19)

— Vaccine access (group): 4/32 (when 

are group x getting / what group are 70-

year-olds in / why are prisoners getting 

vaccine before group 4)

TRAVEL (2%) OTHER CATEGORIES VACCINE (71%) see subthemes below

SUMMARY: Vaccine-related queries were 71% of the total FAQs to the MOH 

owned channels during this time period (total 45 questions). People were 

seeking information around the logistics of vaccine appointments and asking 

about vaccine trials and effectiveness. 

— Vaccine & flu shot: 3/32 (is it safe to get 

both covid/flu shots)

— Vaccine side-effects 2/32 (Why no 

adverse events reporting since April 17 /  

is there concern over number of 

reported cases of anaphylactic shock 

post vaccine)

— Vaccine misinformation 2/32 (Define 

COVID and where it was manufactured)

— Vaccine roll-out (policy): 1/32 (Why are 

seven douses being given per vial when 

Pfizer says maximum of six)

— Vaccine roll-out (progress): 1/32 (have 

you got enough to complete 

programme)

— Vaccine risk (medical): 1/32 Is it ok to 

get if you are breastfeeding?

Methodology & data coverage: Data is pulled from community management tools and 

includes private and public posts. 
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F A Q :  P A R T N E R  &  O R G A N I C 5

— Note: TPK posted 2 COVID-19 related 

pieces of content to their Facebook 

walls. These generated no comments. 

— Note: MPP posted 12 COVID-19 

related pieces of content to their 

Facebook wall which resulted in 31 

comments (mainly tagging others or 

emoji reactions).

No questions within this period No questions within this period

Methodology & data coverage: analysis is 

based on public posts to Te Puni Kōkiri

Facebook walls only.

Methodology & data coverage: 

analysis is based on public posts to 

Ministry for Pacific Peoples Facebook 

wall only.

— Vaccine effectiveness (18%)

— Vaccine rollout (progress) (18%)

— Vaccine rollout (policy) (15%)

— Vaccine side-effects (15%)

— Vaccine access (logistics) (3%)

— Vaccine misinformation (3%)

— Other: Virus, #NZPOL

Organic conversation public social 

media NZ

Methodology & data coverage: Annalect 

trained a Natural Language Processor to 

recognize and pull all comments structured 

as questions from public social media in 

New Zealand (Facebook community and 

news pages, Reddit, Twitter, blogs and 

forums). A COVID19 filter was then applied 

to the data set. 

This week there continues to be a lack of 

conversation in general on COVID-

related posts to the TPK and MPP pages. 

This is likely because these posts are 

currently unpaid (not boosted). 

Questions to public social media sources 

(e.g., news sites) are often 

conversational or argumentative. This 

week there was a focus on the perceived 

effectiveness of the vaccine and the 

progress of the rollout. 

SUMMARY: Partner and organic FAQ
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UAC-19 vaccine. Awareness Study  /  Confidential  / Annalect 2021

A N N A L E C T  S O C I A L  A N A L Y T I C S 1

Unite Against COVID-19:
FAQs Analysis
May 31 – June 6, 2021 
New Zealand
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A N N A L E C T  S O C I A L  A N A L Y T I C S 2

FAQs 
Summary:

Partner and organic:
The Ministry for Pacific Peoples posted seven COVID-19 related posts on its

Facebook wall this period. These posts continue to be positively received, 

however elicit few comments. There were no COVID-19 related posts on Te Puni

Kōkiri pages this week

Questions to public social media sources focused on the perceived 

effectiveness of the vaccine and seeking information around the logistics of 

vaccine appointments. As seen previously, the conversation is led by news and 

has a fair number of arguments and misinformation. 
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F A Q :  P A R T N E R  &  O R G A N I C 3

— Note: TPK did not post any COVID-

19 related posts during the time 

period.

— Note: MPP posted 7 COVID-19 related 

posts to its Facebook page. Six of the 

posts were received with likes and 

some shares but no comments. The 

video post ‘Episode 15 – Gagana

Samoa’ had many supportive 

comments towards the sentiment and 

production of the piece and one 

concerned commenter stating that 

trials end in 2023 and provided a link 

to the NZPhvC to report adverse 

reactions.  

No questions within this period No questions within this period

Methodology & data coverage: analysis 

is based on public posts to Te Puni Kōkiri

Facebook walls only.

Methodology & data coverage: 

analysis is based on public posts to 

Ministry for Pacific Peoples Facebook 

wall only.

— Vaccine effectiveness (16%)

— Vaccine access (logistics) (15%)

— Vaccine misinformation (13%)

— Vaccine side-effects (8%)

— Vaccine roll-out (progress) (7%)

— Vaccine roll-out (policy) (2%)

— Vaccine risk (medical) (2%)

— Other: #NZPOL, NZ COVID Tracer app, 

Testing, Cases

Organic conversation public social 

media NZ

Methodology & data coverage: Annalect 

uses a Natural Language Processor to 

recognize and pull all comments structured 

as questions from public social media in 

New Zealand (Facebook community and 

news pages, Reddit, Twitter, blogs and 

forums). A COVID19 filter was then applied 

to the data set. 

MPP posted seven COVID related posts 

on their Facebook wall this period. These 

posts continue to be positively received, 

however elicit few comments. There 

were no COVID-19 related posts though 

TPK page this week.

Organic – There was a focus on the 

perceived effectiveness of the vaccine 

and seeking information around the 

logistics of vaccine appointments. As 

seen previously, the conversation is led 

by news and has a fair number of 

arguments and misinformation. 

* Please see methodology notes for each 

data source. 

SUMMARY: Partner and Organic
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A N N A L E C T  S O C I A L  A N A L Y T I C S 1

Unite Against COVID-19:
FAQs Analysis
May 31 – June 6, 2021 
New Zealand
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A N N A L E C T  S O C I A L  A N A L Y T I C S 2

FAQs 
Summary:

Unite Against COVID-19

People were seeking information around the logistics of vaccine appointments, 

access for groups and side effects. Due to the continued paused travel bubble 

with Victoria, there were questions about returning home from 

Melbourne/Victoria. 

Ministry of Health:

There were only 18 vaccine-related questions to the MoH page. People were 

seeking information around the logistics of vaccine appointments and asking 

about roll-out policies.
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F A Q :  U A C  O W N E D  C H A N N E L S

FAQs UAC – 364 questions
May 31 – June 6, 2021 

— When can people start flying back from 

Melbourne?

— When can we expect an update on the 

extension of the travel bubble pause?

— Can you please clarify the situation for 

people who left Melbourne on xyz – can 

they return to NZ on a green flight?

— For green flights we don’t need to do 

quarantine?

— CASES (2%) (Any cases yesterday / how 

many of total cases have been from 

Australia / is there an update today)

— TESTING (2%) (What is testing rate 

nowadays / which covid tests are 

needed for departure / how does one 

get a historical test / if no result after 48 

hours does that mean it’s negative)

— Vaccine access (logistics): 68/176 

(When will/can I / how/where do I / what 

do I need to do / why no mobile units / 

what is the 0800 number / why can’t I 

book in for second)

— Vaccine access (group): 20/176 (what 

group would xyz be in / I am group X 

who do I contact / which group is on now 

/ how/when will group X be contacted or 

vaccinated)

— Vaccine side-effects: 19/176 (Are 

people advised to report adverse effects 

to CARM / who do you contact about / 

where is NZ info/figures / what are the)

— Vaccine safety & approval: 14/176 

(Pfizer trial / does vaccine have full 

approval / why encouraging pregnant 

women without safety info)

— Vaccine effectiveness: 14/176 (Can 

people with vaccine travel without MIQ / 

will we need a booster / will we need one 

every year)

TRAVEL (38%) OTHER CATEGORIES VACCINE (48% of total FAQs) see subthemes below

SUMMARY: Vaccine-related queries were 48% of the total FAQs to the UAC19 

owned channels during this time period (total 364 questions). People were 

seeking information around the logistics of vaccine appointments, access for  

groups and vaccine side effects. Travel-related questions made up 38% with 

the majority wanting information about returning home from 

Melbourne/Victoria. 

— Vaccine roll-out (policy): 13/176 (When 

will there be more vaccination sites / 

vaccine passport/card / how is allocation 

to DHBs calculated) 

— Vaccine misinformation: 11/176 (How 

many healthy people did it kill / how can 

there be one source of truth / flyers)

— Vaccine risk (medical): 7/176 (Risk if I 

have xyz condition / will vaccinators 

have access to recipient's medical 

history for onsite vax risk assessment)

— Vaccine roll-out (progress): 7/176 

(Who set the targets / why are numbers 

so low / what’s the hold up / why still 

waiting)

— Vaccine (politics): 2/176 (Why isn’t 

Jacinda Ardern having / when is Jacinda 

going to vaccinate herself and her 

family)

— Vaccine & flu shot: 1/176 (How long 

after final vaccination can I get my 

normal flu shot)

Methodology & data coverage: Data is pulled from community management tools and 

includes private and public posts. 
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F A Q : M O H  O W N E D  C H A N N E L S

FAQs MoH – 38 questions
May 31 – June 6, 2021 

— How many daily users?

— How many downloads now out of the 

team of 5 million?

— A business said because they have an 

electronic booking system, they don’t 

need a QR code. Is this right?

— Does MOH want us all to have individual 

codes for our homes? 

— VIRUS (5%) – (How does COVID-19 

spread / Where did the virus originate 

from)

— TRAVEL (5%) – (Why are you not 

interested in arrivals prior to 20 May / 

have all arrivals from this period been 

contacted)

— IMMIGRATION/BORDER (5%) – (Any 

review of travel from high-risk countries)

— Vaccine access (logistics): 10/18 (Can I 

get / When can I /is it time for / will I get 

a knock on my door / how many days 

after second vaccine can I go travel)

— Vaccine roll-out (policy): 4/18 (How did 

the guidelines re: giving the vaccine 

come about / why would you need proof 

of vaccination / what happened to the 

AstraZeneca vaccines you bought / Did I 

read in section 72 of Health Act you 

could be fined or jailed for refusing test)

— Vaccine misinformation: 1/18 (Are you 

aware of these flyers being distributed)

NZ COVID TRACER APP/QR CODES 

(13%) 

OTHER CATEGORIES VACCINE (47%) see subthemes below

SUMMARY: Vaccine-related queries were 47% of the total FAQs to the MOH 

owned channels during this time period (total 38 questions). People were 

seeking information around the logistics of vaccine appointments and about 

the roll-out. 

— Vaccine access (group): 1/18 (We are 

group 3 and have compromised immune 

when will)

— Vaccine (politics): 1/18 (Has Jacinda 

taken the vaccine herself)

— Vaccine safety & approval: 1/18 (Has 

MedSafe signed it off as safe for 

pregnant women)

Methodology & data coverage: Data is pulled from community management tools and 

includes private and public posts. 
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A N N A L E C T  S O C I A L  A N A L Y T I C S 1

Unite Against COVID-19:
FAQs Analysis
June 7 - 13, 2021 
New Zealand
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A N N A L E C T  S O C I A L  A N A L Y T I C S 2

FAQs 
Summary:

Unite Against COVID-19

Questions to UAC channels increased by 40% overall this week. 48% of total 

questions related to eligibility and testing requirements for ‘Green Flights’ 

from Australia. Vaccine-related questions focused on logistics. A significant 

proportion of these were from those in the over-65 group who are impatient 

to receive their vaccines.

Ministry of Health

Questions increased by 37% this week. The public were focused on the 

progress of the national roll-out. People had questions about how safe the 

vaccine is for pregnant people and when/how people over 65 will be 

contacted.

Partners Te Puni Kōkiri & Ministry for Pacific Peoples 

Low levels of COVID-19 related conversation from the public appear on 

these channels.

Organic

25% of questions in organic social media focused on potential side-effects 

of the Covid-19 vaccine and 17% on the vaccine’s perceived effectiveness, 

especially in regard to whether individuals will need to undergo MIQ once 

fully vaccinated or when New Zealand might open their borders to 

vaccinated non-residents.Proa
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F A Q :  U A C  O W N E D  C H A N N E L S

FAQs UAC – 508 questions (total posts 5,752)
June 7 - 13, 2021 

— Questions were around whether 

individuals were eligible for a 

number of ‘Green Flights’ from 

Australia to NZ. People had 

specific questions around 

residency, transiting flights and 

testing requirements of these 

flights. 

— IMMIGRATION BORDER CONTROLS 

(3%) (Are our borders closed, have they 

opened to India again, when will NZ 

receive vaccinated visitors from the US, 

EU?)

— CASES (2%) (what about the COVID 

traces in the wastewater? How many 

new cases at the border have been 

vaccinated)

— MASKS/FACECOVERINGS (2%) (how 

do I apply for an exemption to wearing a 

mask on public transport, where do I 

report people not wearing masks on 

public transport, are we still wearing 

masks on public transport?)

— Vaccine access (logistics) 77/211 (how / 

what / when? Can I apply for an early 

vaccine? I can’t get though, what are the wait 

times?)

— Vaccine safety and approval 32/211 (what’s 

in it, how does it work, is it still being trialed, 

how is it being monitored?)

— Vaccine roll-out (progress) 28/211 (what 

percentage of the population have had ½ jabs, 

what is the target, what is the timeline?)

— Vaccine roll-out (policy) 20/211 (why only 

Pfizer, why/are Maori & Pacific people being 

prioritized, what is the policy around unused 

vaccines, why aren’t over 65s being 

prioritized?)

— Vaccine side-effects 17/211 (what / when / 

how long before, how many people have been 

hospitalized / died because of the vaccine?)

— Vaccine effectiveness 16/211 (will I need an 

annual booster, will I need to still wear face 

coverings on public transport / undertake MIQ 

if I have been vaccinated?)

TRAVEL (48%) OTHER CATEGORIES VACCINE (41% of total FAQs)

see subthemes below

SUMMARY: Questions to UAC channels increased by 40% overall this week. 

48% of total questions related to eligibility and testing requirements for ‘Green 

Flights’ from Australia. Vaccine-related questions focused on logistics 

(particularly from the over 65 group who are impatient to receive their 

vaccines. However, there are still questions about safety and risk reflecting 

continued vaccine hesitancy & misinformation. 

Methodology & data coverage: Data is pulled from community management tools and 

includes private and public posts. 

— Vaccine access (group) 11/211 (what 

group am I, my partner is in group x can 

I be vaccinated when they are)

— Vaccine risk (medical) 7/211 (I have x 

can I have the vaccine?)

— Vaccine risk (pregnancy) 1/211 (should 

I get a shot if I’m planning to get 

pregnant?)

— Vaccine & Flu shot 1/211 (how long 

between?)
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F A Q : M O H  O W N E D  C H A N N E L S

FAQs MoH – 52 questions (total posts 1,383)
June 7 - 13, 2021 

— Please advise on process for ‘Green 

Flights’

— TESTING (4%) – (How does COVID-19 

spread / Where did the virus originate 

from)

— HEALTH non COVID (4%)

— MIQ (2%) – (why are there no places in x 

month?)

— Vaccine roll-out (progress) 10/44 

(when will you start on the over 65 

group, what % of the population have 

been immunized, what is the minimum 

target?)

— Vaccine risk (pregnancy) 8/44 (how 

certain are you it’s safe, when did they 

do trials, where’s the data?)

— Vaccine access (logistics) 7/44 (when/ 

how / where can I get my jab, what is the 

process to apply for an early 

vaccination?)

— Vaccine side-effects 5/44 (what about 

long-term, what are they?)

TRAVEL (4%) OTHERVACCINE (47%) see subthemes below

SUMMARY: Questions to MOH channels increased by 37% this week. Vaccine-

related questions made up 44 of the total 52. The public were focused on the 

progress of the national roll-out. People had questions about how safe is the 

vaccine for pregnant people and when/how people over 65 will be contacted. 

— Vaccine access (group) 5/44 (I’m over 

65 which group am I, I have x condition, 

I’m in group 2 and no one has contacted 

me)

— Vaccine effectiveness 5/44 (once I’ve 

had both jabs will I need to wear 

masks/MIQ, will it be an annual 

vaccination?)

— Vaccine roll-out (policy) 3/44 (why 

aren’t essential workers prioritized over 

other groups, are we throwing away 

vaccines?)

— Vaccine safety and approval 1/44 

(please explain how the vaccine works)

Methodology & data coverage: Data is pulled from community management tools and 

includes private and public posts. 
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F A Q :  P A R T N E R  &  O R G A N I C 5

— Note: TPK posted one COVID-19 related 

piece of content to their Facebook wall. 

This post generated three (positive) 

comments. 

— Note: MPP posted six COVID-19 

related pieces of content to their 

Facebook wall which resulted in 

zero comments. 

No questions within this period No questions within this period

Methodology & data coverage: analysis is 

based on public posts to Te Puni Kōkiri

Facebook walls only.

Methodology & data coverage: 

analysis is based on public posts to 

Ministry for Pacific Peoples Facebook 

wall only.

— Vaccine side-effects (25%)

— Vaccine effectiveness (17%)

— Vaccine safety & approval (12%)

— Vaccine rollout (progress) (10%)

— Vaccine misinformation (10%)

— Vaccine access (logistics) (5%)

— Vaccine access (group) (1%)

— Vaccine rollout (policy) (1%)

— Other: Managed isolation, 

border/immigration, alert levels

Organic conversation public social 

media NZ

Methodology & data coverage: Annalect 

trained a Natural Language Processor to 

recognize and pull all comments structured 

as questions from public social media in 

New Zealand (Facebook community and 

news pages, Reddit, Twitter, blogs and 

forums). A COVID19 filter was then applied 

to the data set. 

This week there continues to be a lack of 

conversation on COVID-related posts to 

the TPK and MPP pages. This may be 

because these posts are currently 

unpaid (not boosted). 

This week questions on organic social 

media focused on potential side-effects 

of the Covid-19 vaccine and the 

vaccine’s perceived effectiveness 

especially in regard to whether 

individuals would need to undergo MIQ 

once fully vaccinated or when New 

Zealand might open their borders to 

vaccinated non-residents.

SUMMARY: Partner and organic FAQ
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A N N A L E C T  S O C I A L  A N A L Y T I C S 1

Unite Against COVID-19:
FAQs Analysis
June 21 - 27, 2021 
New Zealand
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A N N A L E C T  S O C I A L  A N A L Y T I C S 2

FAQs 
Summary:

Unite Against COVID-19

Questions to UAC channels increased by 48% overall this week. 30% of total 

questions were vaccine-related, focusing on safety & approval, accessing 

appointments and the effectiveness of the vaccine. Travel-related questions 

(28%) were people asking specific questions about the Australian travel 

bubble. 

Ministry of Health

Questions to MOH channels increased by 92% this week. Vaccine-related 

questions made up 52% of total questions. The public were focused on the 

logistics of making a vaccine appointment. There were questions about the 

safety of the vaccine and why certain groups are being prioritized.

Partners Te Puni Kōkiri & Ministry for Pacific Peoples 

There was no COVID-19 related conversation from the public on these 

channels this week. 

Organic

18% of questions in organic social media focused on the vaccine’s 

perceived effectiveness, in particularly around if being vaccinated reduces 

transmission, effectiveness against the Delta variant or why individuals need 

to undergo MIQ/isolate once fully vaccinated. People were also asking for 

information about the Wellington case and travel between New Zealand and 

Australia.  Proa
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F A Q :  U A C  O W N E D  C H A N N E L S

FAQs UAC – 686 questions (total posts 13,412)
June 21 - 27, 2021 

— People had specific questions 

around the Australian travel 

bubble e.g., length of the pause, 

testing requirements, which states 

will be opened, if MIQ will be 

needed. 

— CASES (21%) (When will we get an 

update / any community cases / when do 

we know if case is delta) 

— ALERT LEVELS (5%)(How many can be 

in a restaurant / do you have to take your 

alert level with you if you leave 

Wellington)

— TESTING (4%) (What’s the testing 

numbers / how many cycles in PCR 

testing / why don’t we test temperature)

— Vaccine safety & approval 68/211 (What 

studies have been undertaken for children / 

what are the long-term effects / where are the 

vaccines made / note: there are many 

argumentative questions from anti-vaxxers 

coded to this category)

— Vaccine access (logistics) 43/211 (When can 

and how to expect to get / when can get 

second dose)

— Vaccine effectiveness 32/211 (Does vaccine 

prevent transmission /  how long protected for 

/ is vaccine effective against all variants / will it 

be annual vaccination)

— Vaccine roll-out (progress) 21/211 (Why 

taking so long / why is xyz area so slow / when 

is the launch date for online system) 

— Vaccine side-effects 18/211 (What are the / 

where do you report a side effect / where can 

we find out the side-effects) 

TRAVEL (28%) OTHER CATEGORIES VACCINE (30%)

see subthemes below

SUMMARY: Questions to UAC channels increased by 48% overall this week. 

30% of total 686 questions were vaccine-related, focusing on safety & approval, 

accessing appointments and the effectiveness of the vaccine. Travel-related 

questions were 28% of total questions with people asking specific questions 

about the Australian travel bubble. 

Methodology & data coverage: Data is pulled from community management tools and 

includes private and public posts. 

— Vaccine roll-out (policy) 12/211 (how 

long should the break between jabs be / 

can we have a vaccine card/certificate 

for travel / why aren’t essential workers 

being prioritized)

— Vaccine access (group) 12/211 (What 

happens to 12–15-year-olds in Group 3 / 

when will be vaccination for Group 4 / 

can we have ours soon) 

— Vaccine risk (medical) 3/211 (What 

happens if you have an issue with xyz)

— Vaccine risk (pregnancy) 2/211 (Is it 

safe to get while pregnant or while 

breastfeeding)
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F A Q : M O H  O W N E D  C H A N N E L S

FAQs MoH – 137 questions (total posts 1,883)
June 21 - 27, 2021 

— What is the advice for family of casual 

plus contacts?

— Am I affected by being at the airport at 

8am on same day?

— Are close contacts allowed to travel 

home e.g., from Wellington to Auck.

— Is Tauranga a place of interest?

— Just wondering how the case got to the 

airport?

— VIRUS (5%) (How does COVID-19 

spread / what are the symptoms / define 

outbreaks / what % of people without 

comorbidities gets seriously ill)

— HEALTH (GENERAL) (4%)

— TRAVEL (3%) (Why didn’t you stop 

flights from Sydney last week / is return 

travel to Aus from NZ also suspended)  

— Vaccine access (logistics) 16/72 (What 

do I do to get / when can carers get / 

when will I be eligible / do we have to 

wait until contacted / how do you book 

2nd dose)

— Vaccine safety & approval 12/72 

(Could you provide references to 

studies/latest safety report / can you 

provide data to prove it is safe for 

babies)

— Vaccine roll-out (policy) 11/72 (FDA 

approved Pfizer for 12 – 15-year-olds, 

when can we expect this age category to 

be given vaccine in NZ / why have 

younger/healthier people already been / 

why are Maori getting priority)

— Vaccine access (group) 7/72 (Am in 

Group x, when can I book/who do I 

contact/why can’t I/why haven’t I been 

notified / what group am I in)

— Vaccine effectiveness 6/72 (Does the 

vaccine stop transmission / what is the 

point if most positives are fully jabbed / 

can you still transmit the virus after 

being fully vaccinated)

CASES (20%) OTHERVACCINE (53%) see subthemes below

SUMMARY: Questions to MOH channels increased by 92% this week. Vaccine-

related questions made up 53% of the total 137 questions. The public were 

focused on the logistics of making a vaccine appointment. There were 

questions about the safety of the vaccine and why certain groups are being 

prioritized. 

— Vaccine misinformation 6/72 (medical 

experiment / you don’t know the facts so 

why telling everyone to get it)

— Vaccine roll-out (progress) 5/72 (Why 

taking so long to roll-out / is there 

national information on vaccine stages)

— Vaccine risk (pregnancy) 4/72 (How 

many pregnant women in first trial group 

/ why are you giving it to pregnant 

women when there are reports of 

miscarriage or Pfizer website does not 

recommend / how can we know how it 

affects babies that are not born yet)

— Vaccine risk (medical) 4/72 (Is jab safe 

for xyz, is it ok to get tetanus booster 

within 2 weeks of vaccine)

— Vaccine side-effects 2/72 (Will I have a 

reaction / how does this help us 

determine effects)

Methodology & data coverage: Data is pulled from community management tools and 

includes private and public posts. 
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F A Q :  P A R T N E R  &  O R G A N I C 5

— Note: TPK posted two COVID-19 related 

pieces of content to their Facebook wall. 

These posts generated zero comments. 

— Note: MPP posted 11 COVID-19 

related pieces of content to their 

Facebook wall which resulted in 

zero comments. 

No questions within this period No questions within this period

Methodology & data coverage: analysis is 

based on public posts to Te Puni Kōkiri

Facebook walls only.

Methodology & data coverage: 

analysis is based on public posts to 

Ministry for Pacific Peoples Facebook 

wall only.

— Vaccine effectiveness (18%)

— Cases (16%)

— Travel (15%)

— Testing (9%)

— International (8%)

— Vaccine roll-out (policy) (4%)

— Vaccine misinformation (4%)

— Others: Vaccine side-effects, Alert 

Levels, vaccine roll-out (progress)

Organic conversation public social 

media NZ

Methodology & data coverage: Annalect 

trained a Natural Language Processor to 

recognize and pull all comments structured 

as questions from public social media in 

New Zealand (Facebook community and 

news pages, Reddit, Twitter, blogs and 

forums). A COVID19 filter was then applied 

to the data set. 

This week there continues to be a lack of 

conversation on COVID-related posts to 

the TPK and MPP pages. 

This week questions on organic social 

media focused on the effectiveness of 

the vaccine, information about the 

Wellington case and travel between New 

Zealand and Australia. 

SUMMARY: Partner and organic FAQ
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A N N A L E C T  S O C I A L  A N A L Y T I C S 1

Unite Against COVID-19:
Campaign-focused 
commentary on owned 
channels 
June 21 - 27
New Zealand
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U A C 1 9  C A M P A I G N 2

Campaign-related conversation defined as mentions of:

(ad OR "advertising campaign" OR advertisement OR advertising OR 
advertise OR "ad campaign" OR "seeing this" OR "my feed" OR myfeed OR 
ads OR advert OR "stop showing me this" OR "targeting me" OR "keep 
seeing" OR (tv NEAR/3 ad) OR "promoted by you" OR "sports people" OR 
celebrities OR "this filmed" OR "this add is" OR "this ad." OR promote) NOT 
(maldys OR "Tv announcement" OR "announced on" OR .tv )

Source: BCR

Campaign-focused conversation UAC19 & MOH Facebook, UAC Instagram May 1 – June 27

Conversation focused on the UAC19 campaign material for this week is  
low and relatively consistent. 

Total dataset: 53,822

Campaign focused: 427 posts

June 21- 27
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U A C 1 9  C A M P A I G N

Number of cases tagged as advertising campaign (May 1– June 27) UAC Facebook, Instagram 

Twitter & Linkedin

Source: Sprinklr

With Sprinklr we can log the 

number of cases tagged as 

‘Advertising Campaign’.

June 21 – 27 shows a dropping off

of number of tagged cases.  
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A N N A L E C T  S O C I A L  A N A L Y T I C S 1

Unite Against COVID-19:
FAQs Analysis
June 28 – July 4, 2021 
New Zealand
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A N N A L E C T  S O C I A L  A N A L Y T I C S 2

FAQs 
Summary:

Unite Against COVID-19

The number of questions to the UAC channels decreased by 31% this week. 

Forty-three percent of questions were regarding the travel bubble with 

Australia. Vaccine-related questions were 23% of the total, focusing on 

accessing appointments, safety and approval and effectiveness of the 

vaccine.

Ministry of Health

Vaccine-related queries made up 57% of the total questions we categorized 

and included questions around the vaccine’s effectiveness towards different 

COVID variants and what being fully vaccinated could mean for travel.

Partners Te Puni Kōkiri & Ministry for Pacific Peoples 

There were no COVID-related questions to these channels this week.

Organic

Questions focused on what the COVID vaccine would achieve for the 

individual e.g., more freedom with travel, and for the community e.g., 

loosening border restrictions. Testing was another topic of discussion with 

public asking if/where & why they should get a test.

Campaign focused commentary 

Comments about the advertising campaign on owned media remained low 

this week. Proa
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F A Q :  U A C  O W N E D  C H A N N E L S

FAQs UAC – 468 questions (total posts 5,480)
June 28 – July 4, 2021 

— TESTING (13%) (Can you get antibodies 

test / how many tests processed in last 

xyz / what is PCR / how can you have a 

test if you must stay at home/isolate)

— CASES (5%) (Where are returnees 

testing positive from / is there going to 

be an update / how did case travel 

around Wellington)

— Vaccine side-effects 7/109 (How many cases 

of blood clots / does ACC cover adverse 

reactions)

— Vaccine misinformation 5/109

— Vaccine risk (medical) 1/109 (Can I still have 

the vaccine if I am taking x medication)

VACCINE (23%) see subthemes below OTHER CATEGORIES TRAVEL (43%)

SUMMARY: Questions to UAC channels decreased by 31% this week. Forty-three 

percent of the total 468 questions were travel-related with people asking specific 

questions about the Australian travel bubble. Vaccine-related questions were 23% of 

the total, focusing on accessing appointments, safety and approval and effectiveness of 

the vaccine. 

Methodology & data coverage: Data is pulled from community management tools and 

includes private and public posts. 

— Vaccine access (logistics) 30/109 (When 

am I / how do I book / can’t get through to 

0800 number / will we get notification for 

second vaccine)

— Vaccine effectiveness 16/109 (Are there 

plans to revise MIQ requirements for fully 

vaccinated / is there still a chance of 

catching covid)

— Vaccine safety & approval 14/109 (Where 

is info about vaccine / is vaccine fully 

approved / note: several questions were 

from agitators/anti-vaxxers about how 

many NZ deaths have occurred)

— Vaccine access (group) 13/109 (What is 

categorized as group x / why hasn’t xyz got 

the text for group x)

— Vaccine roll-out (policy) 12/109 (Can I 

get vaccinated earlier / vaccine certificate / 

is it just Pfizer available in NZ / is 2nd dose 

same as first)

— Vaccine roll-out (progress) 11/109 (How 

many shots administered weekly / where is 

NZ ranked globally / are they vaccinating 

yet in xyz town)

— When will the travel bubble open with 

xyz state?

— Is travel paused from xyz?

— Does the testing need to be from a 

lab authorized by NZ?

— How long before flying to NZ do I 

need a test?

— Do I need a pre-departure test 

travelling from xyz?

— Can I transit through xyz?
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F A Q : M O H  O W N E D  C H A N N E L S

FAQs MoH – 35 questions (total posts 978)
June 28 – July 4, 2021 

— Can I travel to x in NZ from x in 

Australia?

— CASES (5%) (how many cases AUS)

— VIRUS (3%) (what are the symptoms?)

— Vaccine effectiveness 4/20 (Does the 

vaccine offer protection from x variant? 

Do I need to go though MIQ if I am fully 

vaccinated?)

— Vaccine roll-out (progress) 4/20 (I’m 

group 2/3 in x area, why haven’t I heard 

anything, when can general population 

get theirs in x area?)

— Vaccine access (65+) 3/20 (I’m 65+ why 

haven’t I heard anything?)

— Vaccine access (logistics) 3/20 (I 

couldn’t get an appointment for my 

second vaccine for x weeks – will that 

effect vaccine effectiveness?)

— Vaccine misinformation 2/20

— Vaccine access (group) 1/20

— Vaccine risk (medical) 1/20

— Vaccine safety & approval 1/20

— Vaccine side-effects 1/20

TRAVEL (11%) OTHERVACCINE (57%) see subthemes below

SUMMARY: The total questions decreased by 651 to MoH channels. With only 35 

total questions, sub-themes within the dataset were thin. Vaccine-related queries 

made up 57% of the total questions we categorized with questions around the 

vaccines effectiveness towards different COVID variants and what being fully 

vaccinated could mean for travel.

Methodology & data coverage: Data is pulled from community management tools and 

includes private and public posts. 

— How/where (NZ & AUS)

— I have x symptoms, should I get a test?

TESTING (11%)
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F A Q :  P A R T N E R  &  O R G A N I C 5

— Note: TPK did not post any COVID-

related posts this week. 

No questions within this period

Methodology & data coverage: analysis is 

based on public posts to Te Puni Kōkiri

Facebook walls only.

— Note: MPP posted 7 COVID-19 related 

pieces of content to their Facebook wall 

(inc. Wellington alert-level change 

notices) which resulted in zero 

comments. 

No questions within this period

Methodology & data coverage: analysis is 

based on public posts to Ministry for Pacific 

Peoples Facebook wall only.

Vaccine related (38%) – vaxx subthemes 

below:

— Vaccine Effectiveness 17%

— Vaccine roll-out (progress) 7%

— Vaccine side-effects 5%

— Vaccine safety & approval 3%

— Vaccine misinformation 2.5%

— Vaccine access (logistics) 1.5%

— Vaccine access (65+) 1.5%

— Vaccine roll-out (policy) 1%

— Testing (21%)

— Travel (10%)

— Immigration & border controls (7.2%)

— Masks (5.5%)

— #NZPOL (5%)

— Others: Virus misinformation, MIQ, Virus, 

Gatherings, Financial impact, Cases, 

Virus (symptoms), Advertising 

Campaign.

Organic conversation public social 

media NZ

Methodology & data coverage: Annalect 

trained a Natural Language Processor to 

recognize and pull all comments 

structured as questions from public social 

media in New Zealand (Facebook 

community and news pages, Reddit, 

Twitter, blogs and forums). A COVID19 

filter was then applied to the data set. 

Questions posed on organic social media this week focused on what the COVID 

vaccine would achieve for the individual e.g. more freedom with travel and for the 

community e.g. loosening border restrictions. Testing was another topic of discussion 

with public asking if/where & why they should get a test.

This week there continues to be a lack of conversation on COVID-related posts to the 

TPK and MPP pages. 

SUMMARY: Partner and organic FAQ
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U A C 1 9  C A M P A I G N 6

Campaign-related conversation defined as mentions of:

(ad OR "advertising campaign" OR advertisement OR advertising OR 
advertise OR "ad campaign" OR "seeing this" OR "my feed" OR myfeed OR 
ads OR advert OR "stop showing me this" OR "targeting me" OR "keep 
seeing" OR (tv NEAR/3 ad) OR "promoted by you" OR "sports people" OR 
celebrities OR "this filmed" OR "this add is" OR "this ad." OR promote) NOT 
(maldys OR "Tv announcement" OR "announced on" OR .tv )

Source: BCR

Campaign-focused conversation UAC19 & MOH Facebook, UAC Instagram 1 Jan – July 4

Campaign focused commentary remained low across 
the week.

June 28 – July 4
Total dataset: 6,416
Campaign focused: 18 posts

June 28 - July 4
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U A C 1 9  C A M P A I G N

Number of cases tagged as advertising campaign (Jan 1– July 4) UAC Facebook, Instagram Twitter & LinkedIn  

Source: Sprinklr

With Sprinklr we can log the number of cases 

tagged as ‘Advertising Campaign’.
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A N N A L E C T  S O C I A L  A N A L Y T I C S 1

Unite Against COVID-19:
FAQs Analysis
July 5 - 11, 2021 
New Zealand
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A N N A L E C T  S O C I A L  A N A L Y T I C S 2

FAQs 
Summary:

Unite Against COVID-19

Questions to UAC channels doubled this week from 468 to 937. Seventy-four  

percent of questions were travel-related with people asking specific questions 

about the Australian travel bubble. Vaccine-related questions were 9.6% of the 

total, focusing on roll-out policy e.g., if New Zealanders can choose which vaccine 

they have or what is the wait time between doses, the effectiveness of the vaccine 

and accessing appointments.

Ministry of Health

The total number of questions to MoH increased by 12 to 47. Vaccine-related 

queries made up 55% of the total questions categorized with focus on accessing 

appointments, vaccine side-effects and the progress of the roll-out.

Partners Te Puni Kōkiri & Ministry for Pacific Peoples 

This week there were zero COVID-19 related questions on these channels. 

Organic

The Fijian rugby team’s last-minute decision to remove ‘Vaccinate Fiji” from their 

jersey and the story of American woman Tricia Jones who died from COVID-19 

after declining to have the vaccine propelled conversation about vaccine safety 

e.g., why Fijian players protested or why an individual would turn down the 

vaccine. 

Campaign-focused commentary 

This week commentary was low with 13 mentions. Proa
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FAQs UAC – 937 questions (total posts 7,189)
July 5 - 11, 2021 

— TESTING (4%) (How long wait for results 

/ who do I contact about results / how 

many people are being tested daily / 

what is cost)

— CASES (4%) (Why did mariners not 

have to do MIQ / where did they come 

from / did they arrive via plane or boat)

— Vaccine access (group) 5/90 (What group 

am I in / what is process for eligibility / why 

only vaccinating groups 1&2 in xyz / why 

haven’t I received txt/email)

— Vaccine side-effects 3/90 (What % of people 

are having side-effects / are reports of 

reactions available to public)

— Vaccine roll-out (progress) 3/90 (Why so 

slow / how many have been)

VACCINE (9.6%) see subthemes below OTHER CATEGORIES TRAVEL (74%)

SUMMARY: Seventy-four percent of the total 937 questions were travel-related with 

people requesting specific information about the Australian travel bubble. Vaccine-

related questions were 9.6% of the total, focusing on roll-out policy, effectiveness of the 

vaccine and accessing appointments. 

Methodology & data coverage: Data is pulled from community management tools and 

includes private and public posts. 

— Vaccine roll-out (policy) 27/90 (Why do 

we need other vaccines if have enough 

Pfizer / can we choose which vaccine we 

get / how long between 1st and 2nd shot / 

will Moderna/AstraZeneca be considered / 

vaccine passport)

— Vaccine effectiveness 19/90 (Why do 

those vaccinated need to do MIQ / if I get 

vaccine will I be immune from contracting 

or passing on / will boosters be required)

— Vaccine access (logistics) 18/90 (Where 

is the vaccination center in xyz / can I get it 

at same time as my xyz / when does xyz

get to have)

— Vaccine safety & approval 9/90 (Where is 

academic research for safety of vaccine / 

has anyone died in NZ / do people know 

about CARM / where are Pfizer 

manufactured / does extra booster have to 

be approved by MedSafe / is it approved 

for 12 – 18-year-olds in NZ)

— Vaccine misinformation 6/90 

— New Zealanders had specific 

questions about the Australian travel 

bubble e.g., testing procedures 

required before departure, 

updates/announcements on pauses, 

availabilities of green/managed 

return flights, MIQ spaces.  
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F A Q : M O H  O W N E D  C H A N N E L S

FAQs MoH – 47 questions (total posts 896)
July 5 - 11, 2021 

— Vaccine effectiveness 2/26 (What is 

survival rate of vaccinated vs 

unvaccinated / why do those fully 

vaccinated have to do MIQ)

— Vaccine roll-out (policy) 2/26 (When 

will 12 plus be vaccinated / why have 

Maori/those of Pacific origin got 

precedence)

— CASES (8%) (Which port did they 

embark / when did we last have 

community cases / what does “related to 

recent returnees” mean)

— TESTING (6%) (Will NZ be bringing in 

mouth swabs / how many cycles are 

used in PCR tests)

— Vaccine access (logistics) 7/26 (How do 

I get the vaccine  / who do I contact / Can 

I have the vaccine / how do you contact 

those without mobiles or email)

— Vaccine side-effects 3/26 (Where can 

you find info on NZ side-effects / are 

there instructions to avoid xyz post-

vaccine / have people with xyz disease 

had any side-effects)

— Vaccine roll-out (progress) 3/26 (What 

% of elderly people have had both / break 

down the 500,000 by age/border worker / 

why haven’t the other 4.5million being 

contacted)

— Vaccine access (group) 3/26 (Which 

group is xyz in / haven’t been contacted 

despite being in Group 3)

— Vaccine misinformation 3/26

— Vaccine safety & approval 3/26 (Who 

were the other regulators involved / who 

do I contact to find out if companies have 

applied to use xyz for treatment of 

COVID-19)

OTHERVACCINE (55%) see subthemes below

SUMMARY: The total number of questions to MoH increased by 12 to 47 this week. 

Vaccine-related queries made up 55% of the total questions we categorized with 

focus on accessing appointments, vaccine side-effects and the progress of the roll-

out. 

Methodology & data coverage: Data is pulled from community management tools and 

includes private and public posts. 

— Why is Fiji not part of predeparture 

testing?

— Specific questions about Australian 

travel bubble

TRAVEL (8%)
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F A Q :  P A R T N E R  &  O R G A N I C 5

— Note: TPK posted two COVID-related 

posts this week which resulted in zero 

comments.  

No questions within this period

Methodology & data coverage: analysis is 

based on public posts to Te Puni Kōkiri

Facebook walls only.

— Note: MPP posted four COVID-19 

related pieces of content to their 

Facebook wall which resulted in zero 

comments. 

No questions within this period

Methodology & data coverage: analysis is 

based on public posts to Ministry for Pacific 

Peoples Facebook wall only.

Vaccine related (38%) – vaxx subthemes 

below % of total dataset:

— Vaccine safety & approval 14%

— Vaccine effectiveness 10%

— Vaccine roll-out (progress) 9%

— Vaccine access (logistics) 6%

— Travel (16%)

— Virus general (9%)

— International (9%) e.g., questions about 

case numbers in Fiji or Australia

— #NZPOL (5%)

— Testing (5%)

— Masks (5%)

— Others: Immigration and Border control, 

Virus Misinformation, COVID Tracer app, 

MIQ, Financial Impact and Gatherings. 

Organic conversation public social 

media NZ

Methodology & data coverage: Annalect 

trained a Natural Language Processor to 

recognize and pull all comments 

structured as questions from public social 

media in New Zealand (Facebook 

community and news pages, Reddit, 

Twitter, blogs and forums). A COVID-19 

filter was then applied to the data set. 

Questions observed on organic social media this week were linked to a few 

prominent news stories. The Fijian rugby team’s last-minute decision to remove 

‘Vaccinate Fiji” from their jersey and the story of American woman Tricia Jones who 

died from COVID-19 after declining to have the vaccine propelled conversation about 

vaccine safety e.g. Why the Fijian players protested or why an individual would turn 

down the vaccine. Elsewhere, questions about travel were prominent due to travel 

bubble changes with Australia. 

This week there were zero questions on COVID-19 related posts on the TPK and MPP 

pages. 

SUMMARY: Partner and organic FAQ
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U A C 1 9  C A M P A I G N 6

Campaign-related conversation defined as mentions of:

(ad OR "advertising campaign" OR advertisement OR advertising OR 
advertise OR "ad campaign" OR "seeing this" OR "my feed" OR myfeed OR 
ads OR advert OR "stop showing me this" OR "targeting me" OR "keep 
seeing" OR (tv NEAR/3 ad) OR "promoted by you" OR "sports people" OR 
celebrities OR "this filmed" OR "this add is" OR "this ad." OR promote) NOT 
(maldys OR "Tv announcement" OR "announced on" OR .tv )

Source: BCR

Campaign focused conversation UAC19 & MOH Facebook, UAC Instagram January 1 – July 11.

This week campaign focused conversation is low with 
13 related mentions.

July 5 - 11
Total dataset: 6,784
Campaign-focused: 13 posts

July 5 - 11
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U A C 1 9  C A M P A I G N

Number of cases tagged as advertising campaign (January 1 - July 11) UAC Facebook, Instagram Twitter & LinkedIn  

Source: Sprinklr

With Sprinklr we can log the number of cases 

tagged as ‘Advertising Campaign’.
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A N N A L E C T  S O C I A L  A N A L Y T I C S 1

Unite Against COVID-19:
FAQs Analysis
July 12 - 18, 2021 
New Zealand
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A N N A L E C T  S O C I A L  A N A L Y T I C S 2

FAQs 
Summary:

Unite Against COVID-19

The total number of questions on UAC channels dropped by 459 this week to 478. Fifty-six 

percent of total questions categorized were specific to the trans-Tasman bubble/quarantine-

free travel. Nineteen percent were vaccine-related, with a focus on vaccine effectiveness, 

safety and approval and accessing appointments. 

Ministry of Health

This week the number of questions rose slightly by 25 questions to 72 questions total. 

Vaccine-related questions made up 68% with a focus on accessing appointments and 

policy roll-out e.g., accessing vaccinations early. 

Partners Te Puni Kōkiri & Ministry for Pacific Peoples 

There were no COVID-19 related questions to either Te Puni Kōkiri or Ministry for Pacific 

Peoples’ Facebook walls. 

Organic

Forty-five percent of questions categorized focused on vaccines with vaccine effectiveness 

and vaccine safety and approval questions most prominent. The arrival of fishing vessels 

with crew who have COVID-19 prompted questions about New Zealand’s border controls. 

There continues to be interest in case numbers in Australia. 

Campaign focused commentary

Campaign focused conversation increased this week to a total 64 comments (1.1% of total 

conversation). Dr Rangi Matamua talking about Matariki drew some negative commentary 

about whether COVID-19 and Matariki should be connected, however resulting discussion 

was mixed in sentiment and included people both for and against. 
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F A Q :  U A C  O W N E D  C H A N N E L S

FAQs UAC – 478 questions (total posts 5,283)
July 12 - 18, 2021 

— CASES (8%) (Do mariners have Delta 

strain / where did new cases arrive from 

/ why do cases need to come ashore /  

how do historical cases appear)

— MANAGED ISOLATION (3%) (When will 

MIQ bookings be open for xyz month / 

when are rooms released / what days do 

MIQ do tests / who is paying for 

mariners MIQ stay)

— Vaccine side effects 7/91 (What are the long-

term side-effects / are you asked to report any 

side-effects/ what support is available for 

those who have suffered side-effects / how 

many side-effects have been reported since 

xyz date)

— Vaccine access (group) 6/91 (What Group 

would xyz be in / is a person with xyz qualified 

to be in Group 2/3 / if I am in Group 2/3 when 

will I hear about booking)

VACCINE (19%) see subthemes below OTHER CATEGORIES TRAVEL (56%)

SUMMARY: This week 56% of the total 478 questions were travel-related with people 

requesting specific information about the trans-Tasman travel bubble/quarantine free 

travel. Vaccine-related questions were 19% of the total, focusing on the effectiveness of 

the vaccine, safety and approval and accessing appointments. 

Methodology & data coverage: Data is pulled from community management tools and 

includes private and public posts. 

— Vaccine effectiveness 27/91 (Does 

vaccine protect against Delta strain / if fully 

vaccinated do you still have to do MIQ / 

does vaccine prevent transmission / how 

many people testing positive at border are 

vaccinated / were any mariners vaccinated 

/ do we still have to scan in if vaccinated) 

— Vaccine safety & approval 16/91 (When 

will cabinet decide 16 years and under can 

have vaccine / what’s in the vaccine / is 

vaccine safe / links to safety research)

— Vaccine access (logistics) 10/91 (How do 

I/we register / where can I do a walk in / 

how do I find out what needle size was/is 

used / what is 0800 number for all DHBs)

— Vaccine roll-out (policy) 9/91 (Do they/I 

qualify for early vaccine / vaccine 

card/passport / what are the other sites / 

why has timeframe between jabs doubled 

to six weeks) 

— Vaccine misinformation 8/91

— Vaccine roll-out progress 8/91 (When will 

vaccines be available / why has it taken so 

long / when are the remainder of deliveries 

being made to NZ / are they running out 

again)

— New Zealanders had specific 

questions about the trans-Tasman 

bubble/quarantine-free travel e.g., 

updates/announcements on pauses, 

predeparture testing procedures, 

availability/allocation of green or 

managed return flights, transiting 

through other cities, MIQ spaces. 
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F A Q : M O H  O W N E D  C H A N N E L S

FAQs MoH – 72 questions (total posts 1,101)
July 12 - 18, 2021 

— Vaccine effectiveness 5/49 (How long 

will it give protection /  how many people 

in MIQ that have tested positive have 

been vaccinated / even if fully 

vaccinated can you still get COVID and 

pass it on) 

— Vaccine access (group) 5/49 (Why are 

Group 4 being done before Group 3, Am 

in Group 3, why can’t I get mine till 

August/why still waiting to hear)

— Vaccine side-effects 4/49 (have you 

had any side-effects / how are adverse 

events being monitored / who 

compensates in serious adverse event)

— HEALTH (GENERAL) (6%) (Non COVID-

19 related questions)

— VIRUS (4%) (What are the symptoms / 

what is COVID-19 death rate compared 

to natural death rates)

— Vaccine access (logistics) 16/49 (What 

is the 0800 number / what number do I 

call / are you going to be vaccinating in 

xyz town / how/when do we contact DHB 

/ when is DBH going to contact me / what 

if we don’t use computers / online 

booking system)

— Vaccine roll-out (policy) (8/49 (Can 

I/someone access early vaccination / how 

come xyz have had vaccines before 

others / does it matter if time frame 

between vaccines is longer than MoH

recommendation of 3 weeks / do xyz

need to be vaccinated by new date / who 

is controlling the roll-out)

— Vaccine misinformation 6/49

— Vaccine safety & approval 5/49 (Can 

you confirm how many/if anyone has died 

after getting vaccine in NZ / link to safety 

study / what is the conditional approval 

process)

OTHERVACCINE (68%) see subthemes below

SUMMARY: The total number of questions to MoH channels increased this week by 

25 to 72. Vaccine-related queries made up 68% of the total questions categorized 

with focus on accessing appointments and roll-out policy e.g., accessing early 

vaccination. Thirteen percent were specific questions about the trans-Tasman travel 

bubble/quarantine-free travel. 

Methodology & data coverage: Data is pulled from community management tools and 

includes private and public posts. 

— Specific questions about trans-Tasman 

travel bubble/quarantine-free travel e.g., 

pauses for different states, managed 

return flights, predeparture testing 

requirements. 

TRAVEL (13%)
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F A Q :  P A R T N E R  &  O R G A N I C 5

— Note: TPK posted no COVID-related 

posts this week.

No questions within this period

Methodology & data coverage: analysis is 

based on public posts to Te Puni Kōkiri

Facebook walls only.

— Note: MPP posted three COVID-19 

related pieces of content to their 

Facebook wall which resulted in zero 

comments. 

No questions within this period

Methodology & data coverage: analysis is 

based on public posts to Ministry for Pacific 

Peoples Facebook wall only.

Vaccine related (45%) – vaccine 

subthemes below % of total dataset:

— Vaccine effectiveness 16%

— Vaccine safety & approval 10%

— Vaccine misinformation 8% 

(misinformation posed as medical 

questions)

— Vaccine roll-out (progress) 5%

— Vaccine rollout (policy) 4%

— Vaccine access (logistics) 2.5%

— Vaccine side-effects 2%

— Immigration & border controls (17%)

— International (10%) questions about 

Australia

— Masks (6%)

— Others: Travel, #NZPOL, Testing, Virus, 

Misinformation, MIQ, Gatherings, 

Enforcement

Organic conversation public social 

media NZ

Methodology & data coverage: Annalect 

trained a Natural Language Processor to 

recognize and pull all comments 

structured as questions from public social 

media in New Zealand (Facebook 

community and news pages, Reddit, 

Twitter, blogs and forums). A COVID19 

filter was then applied to the data set. 

Forty-five percent of organic questions categorized focused on vaccines with 

effectiveness (related to what the vaccine will/should provide athletes at the Olympic 

Games) and safety and approval questions most prominent. The arrival of fishing 

vessels with crew who have COVID-19 prompted questions about New Zealand’s 

border controls. There continues to be interest in case numbers in Australia. 

There were no COVID-related questions to Te Puni Kōkiri or Ministry for Pacific 

Peoples’ walls. 

SUMMARY: Partner and organic FAQs
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U A C 1 9  C A M P A I G N 6

Campaign-related conversation defined as mentions of:

(ad OR "advertising campaign" OR advertisement OR advertising OR advertise OR "ad campaign" OR "seeing 

this" OR "my feed" OR myfeed OR ads OR advert OR "stop showing me this" OR "targeting me" OR "keep 

seeing" OR (tv NEAR/3 ad) OR "promoted by you” OR "this filmed" OR "this add is" OR "this ad." OR promote) 

NOT (maldys OR "Tv announcement" OR "announced on" OR .tv )

Source: BCR

NOTE: Query updated this week to remove mentions of sports people due to conversation about the Olympics 

and included “Matariki” due to conversation about the Matariki post. 

Campaign focused conversation UAC19 & MOH Facebook, UAC Instagram January 1 – July 18.

There was an increase in campaign-focused conversation. Total volume is low at 64 posts 
(1.1%). Sentiment is mixed due to conversation about connecting Matariki with COVID-19 
with people both in support and against. 

July 12 - 18
Total dataset: 5,575
Campaign-focused: 64 posts

July 12 - 18
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U A C 1 9  C A M P A I G N

Number of cases tagged as advertising campaign (January 1 - July 18) UAC Facebook, Instagram Twitter & LinkedIn  

Source: Sprinklr

With Sprinklr we can log the number of cases 

tagged as ‘Advertising Campaign’.
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A N N A L E C T  S O C I A L  A N A L Y T I C S 1

Unite Against COVID-19:
FAQs Analysis
July 19 - 25, 2021 
New Zealand
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A N N A L E C T  S O C I A L  A N A L Y T I C S 2

FAQs 
Summary:

Unite Against COVID-19

This week the number of questions rose by 84 questions to 562. Sixty-eight percent of the 

total 562 questions to UAC channels were travel-related with people requesting specific 

information about the trans-Tasman travel bubble/quarantine free travel. Vaccine-related 

questions were 17% of the total, focusing on accessing appointments in general, safety and 

approval and the progress of the national roll-out.

Ministry of Health

The total number of questions to MoH channels increased this week from 72 to 148. 

Vaccine-related queries made up 78% of the total questions categorized with focus on 

accessing appointments, group-related queries, and safety and approval. 

Partners Te Puni Kōkiri & Ministry for Pacific Peoples 

This week there were no COVID-19 related questions to either Te Puni Kōkiri or Ministry for 

Pacific Peoples’ Facebook walls. 

0800 Vaccine Healthline commentary

On both owned and public social media conversation about the 0800 number is low. There 

is high neutral sentiment which reflects a matter-of-fact tone in people voicing their 

personal experiences and circumstances. Other themes of conversation include both 

positive and negative experiences of the 0800 number, some frustration about wait times.
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F A Q :  U A C  O W N E D  C H A N N E L S

FAQs UAC – 562 questions (total posts 6,150)
July 19 - 25, 2021 

— CASES (3%) (How many are Delta 

variant / when is today’s update / how 

many in hospital / how many days since 

community transmission)

— MANAGED ISOLATION (3%) (Why do 

ratepayers have to pay for their MIQ / 

will there be available slots for xyz month 

/ are there still emergency allocations / 

can I isolate at home)

— Vaccine roll-out (policy) 11/95 (Can we get 

vaccine on work visa / can you donate blood 

after vaccine / vaccine passport / will under 

16s get vaccinated / why are xyz not 

considered frontline workers / is vaccine 

mandatory) 

— Vaccine access (group) 6/95 (How do I know 

which Group I’m in / who is in Group 3 / What 

Group does xyz fall into /  I’m in Group 2, why 

received nothing)

— Vaccine side-effects 5/95 (Where do we 

report / who can we call / does UAC keep 

public record of adverse reactions)

VACCINE (17%) see subthemes below OTHER CATEGORIES TRAVEL (68%)

SUMMARY: This week 68% of the total 562 questions were travel-related with people 

requesting specific information about the trans-Tasman travel bubble/quarantine free 

travel. Vaccine-related questions were 17% of the total, focusing on accessing 

appointments, safety and approval and the progress of the national roll-out. 

Methodology & data coverage: Data is pulled from community management tools and 

includes private and public posts. 

— Vaccine access (logistics) 28/95 (How do 

I get a code / how do I organize for xyz / 

how do I get second shot / will GPs be able 

to give / who do I contact about / how do 

we book in xyz town / will a center open in 

xyz town)

— Vaccine safety & approval 17/95 (Will 

there be a Medsafe alert about xyz / what 

are the long-term effects / how does the 

vaccine work / why do ads say there is no 

trace of virus in the vaccine)

— Vaccine roll-out (progress) 15/95 (Why 

is it taking so long / weekly updates / how 

long is it estimated for majority of 

population to be vaccinated / what 

percentage are we now) 

— Vaccine effectiveness 13/95 (Will it 

protect me / when do booster shots need 

to start / why can’t we have open border 

with vaccinations / do fully vaccinated 

people have to do MIQ / does vaccine only 

reduce symptoms)

— New Zealanders had specific 

questions about the trans-Tasman 

bubble/quarantine-free travel e.g., 

predeparture testing procedures, 

review of pauses,  

availability/allocation of green or 

managed return flights, arrival 

declarations (Nau Mai Ra), isolating 

on arrival, MIQ spaces. 
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F A Q : M O H  O W N E D  C H A N N E L S

FAQs MoH – 148 questions (total posts 2,439)
July 19 - 25, 2021 

— Vaccine roll-out policy 10/115 (Can we 

get other types of vaccine / is xyz

vaccine going to be available / when is 

there going to be vaccinations for 

children under 16)

— Vaccine misinformation 8/115

— Vaccine effectiveness 7/ (How does 

vaccine reduce chances of getting covid 

/  prevent transmission / can I bypass 

MIQ if fully vaccinated)

— Vaccine roll-out (progress) 3/115 (Why 

is it taking so long / why can’t we do it in 

5 months / how many people over 60 are 

still to be vaccinated)

— Vaccine risk (medical) 1/115 (will this 

vaccine affect those who have xyz)

— TESTING (6%) (Will there be pop-ups / 

would it be detectable if just one person 

was shedding / how sensitive is the 

wastewater testing)

— HEALTH GENERAL (2%) (Non COVID-

19 related questions)

— Vaccine access (logistics) 32/115 (Is 

0800 valid across all DHBs / what is the 

0800 number / why have I not received 

an invite / when will my xyz receive an 

invite / will MoH be opening facilities in 

xyz town / what time is MIT event / can I 

reschedule my appointment / are there 

walk-ins )

— Vaccine access (group) 20/115 (What’s 

Group 3 / what’s happened to Group 2 /  

if in Group 3 do we need to be invited or 

just turn up / how do you know what 

Group you are in / why did I receive an 

invite for Group 3)

— Vaccine safety & approval 18/115 (Is 

there safety data /  what ingredients are 

in the vaccine / how many New 

Zealanders have died following the 

vaccine / what risk does Pfizer have / will 

you share Medsafe update regarding xyz)

— Vaccine side effects 16/115 (How to 

report to CARM / how many adverse 

reactions / what are the side-effects / is 

there an allergy test / what is MoH doing 

to follow up and monitor adverse 

reactions)

OTHERVACCINE (78%) see subthemes below

SUMMARY: The total number of questions to MoH channels increased this week 

from 72 to 148. Vaccine-related queries made up 78% of the total questions 

categorized with focus on accessing appointments, group accessibility and safety 

and approval. Six percent were specific questions about the trans-Tasman travel 

bubble/quarantine-free travel. 

Methodology & data coverage: Data is pulled from community management tools and 

includes private and public posts. 

— Specific questions about trans-Tasman 

travel bubble/quarantine-free travel e.g., 

MIQ, specifics regarding Australian 

states, predeparture testing 

requirements. 

TRAVEL (6%)
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F A Q :  P A R T N E R  &  O R G A N I C 5

— Note: TPK posted no COVID-related 

posts this week.

No questions within this period

Methodology & data coverage: analysis is 

based on public posts to Te Puni Kōkiri

Facebook walls only.

— Note: MPP posted three COVID-19 

related pieces of content to their 

Facebook wall which resulted in two 

comments/statements.

No questions within this period

Methodology & data coverage: analysis is 

based on public posts to Ministry for Pacific 

Peoples Facebook wall only.

There were no COVID-related questions to Te Puni Kōkiri or Ministry for Pacific 

Peoples’ walls. 

SUMMARY: Partner FAQs
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A N N A L E C T  S O C I A L  A N A L Y T I C S 1

Unite Against COVID-19:
Social sentiment snapshot
0800 28 29 26 & BookMyVaccine.nz: 
30 July 2021
New Zealand
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A N N A L E C T  S O C I A L  A N A L Y T I C S 1

Unite Against COVID-19:
FAQs Analysis
July 26 – August 1, 2021 
New Zealand
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A N N A L E C T  S O C I A L  A N A L Y T I C S 2

FAQs 
Summary:

Unite Against COVID-19

The number of questions to the UAC channels dropped from 562 to 437 this week. 

Vaccine-related questions made up 48.5% of the total, focusing on accessing 

appointments, roll-out policy e.g., if people can choose which vaccine they receive or how 

long is the recommended time between doses, and safety and approval. Twenty-nine 

percent of questions were travel related, specifically regarding the trans-Tasman bubble. 

Ministry of Health

This week the number of questions decreased from 148 to 82. Vaccine-related queries 

made up 57% of the total questions categorized with focus on roll-out policy e.g., vaccine 

passports or getting an early vaccine, and accessing appointments. Eleven percent were 

specific questions about the trans-Tasman travel bubble.

Partners Te Puni Kōkiri & Ministry for Pacific Peoples 

There were no COVID-19 related questions to either Te Puni Kōkiri or Ministry for Pacific 

Peoples’ Facebook walls. 
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F A Q :  U A C  O W N E D  C H A N N E L S

FAQs UAC – 437 questions (total posts 3,878)
July 26 – August 1, 2021 

— TESTING (5%) (Is NZ going to move 

away from PCR / why results taking so 

long / has rest of Taranaki wastewater 

being tested)

— CASES (4%) (How many days 

community COVID free / updates / are 

border cases from NSW / is UN case 

included in NZ case numbers)

— Vaccine effectiveness 20/212 (How 

long does vaccine protect for / do fully 

vaccinated still need to scan QR codes 

or wear masks / will we have a 3rd

vaccine / when will fully vaccinated be 

allowed to quarantine at home)

— Vaccine access (group) 19/212 

(Who/what is Group 3 / does xyz

condition mean I am in Group 3 / how 

come doing Group 4 in age bands / ) 

— Vaccine misinformation 11/212 (Where 

to report misinformation / is it 

experimental / why need vaccine as 97% 

recovery)

— / Vaccine side-effects 8/212 (How long 

monitored after / where to share side-

effects / who is liable for adverse 

reactions)

— Vaccine roll-out (progress) 5/212 (Any 

groups fully vaccinated / how is 

measuring up against other countries / 

what % North vs South Island / so long)

— Vaccine international 2/212 (Is vaccine 

free in Samoa)

— Vaccine risk (medical) 1/212 

— Vaccine & flu shot 1/212 (How long 

between flu shot & vaccine)

TRAVEL (29%) OTHER CATEGORIES VACCINE (48.5%) see subthemes below 

SUMMARY: This week 48.5% of the total 437 questions were vaccine-related, focusing 

on accessing appointments, vaccine roll-out policy, and safety and approval. Twenty-

nine percent of questions were travel-related with people requesting specific 

information about the trans-Tasman travel bubble. 

Methodology & data coverage: Data is pulled from community management tools and 

includes private and public posts. 

— Vaccine access (logistics) 66/212 (Where 

do you go / how do I get contacted / who 

do I contact / when is it scheduled for xyz

town / will there be a mass vaccination 

center in xyz town / do chemists/GPs give / 

can I get one if xyz has already/qualifies / 

how to get NHI number)

— Vaccine roll-out (policy) 58/212 (Can we 

choose which vaccine / do we need a 

mask when getting / how to obtain proof of 

vaccination / recommended gap between 

xyz and Pfizer / can we wait until x days to 

get 2nd dose / how long between doses / 

when is vaccine other than Pfizer going to 

be offered / what % of pop need to be 

vaccinated before border restrictions 

relaxed)

— Vaccine safety & approval 21/212 

(What’s in vaccine / where are safety 

resources / how many New Zealanders 

have died following vaccine / what is 

provisional approval / why Medsafe

approve AstraZeneca)

— New Zealanders had specific 

questions about the trans-Tasman 

bubble/quarantine-free travel e.g., 

allocation of green or managed 

return flights, predeparture testing 

procedures, isolating on arrival, MIQ 

spaces, Day 3 test. 
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F A Q : M O H  O W N E D  C H A N N E L S

FAQs MoH – 82 questions (total posts 1,098)
July 26 – August 1, 2021 

— Vaccine roll-out (progress) 4/47 (Can 

you report % of each age group 

vaccinated / is there a document 

outlining NZ vaccine roll-out plan / have 

they completed Group 3)

— Vaccine effectiveness 3/47 (Why 

lockdown people who are vaccinated / 

do we have to get it every year / does 

vaccine prevent getting COVID)

— Vaccine access (group) 3/47 (We are in 

Group 3, can we book together / what 

group for xyz condition / why did x get 

invitation and I’m in Group 3 still waiting)

— TESTING (7%) (Sewage testing results / 

PCR tests)

— VIRUS (2%) (How does COVID-19

spread)

— Vaccine roll-out (policy) 14/47 (Will 

there be a vaccine 

passport/certificate/digital copy / waiting 

time after vaccine / can I get early 

vaccine / time between jabs / does MoH

follow up those who don’t get vaccinated)

— Vaccine access (logistics) 10/47 (When 

do you book second vaccine / how do I 

make appointment if I have xyz condition / 

how to get NHI number / why have under 

50s received texts / why is xyz location 

not listed as an option / where is link to 

bookmyvaccine URL)

— Vaccine misinformation 5/47 (Where to 

report misinformation / censored 

information / what is xyz doing in vaccine)

— Vaccine side effects 4/47 (Why has MoH

stopped weekly Medsafe reports / what % 

of vaccinated people are getting blood 

clots)

— Vaccine safety & approval 4/47 (What’s 

in the vaccine / want to see safety 

studies)

OTHERVACCINE (57%) see subthemes below

SUMMARY: The total number of questions to MoH channels decreased from 148 to 

82. Vaccine-related queries made up 57% of the total questions categorized with 

focus on roll-out policy and accessing appointments. Eleven percent were specific 

questions about the trans-Tasman travel bubble/quarantine-free travel. 

Methodology & data coverage: Data is pulled from community management tools and 

includes private and public posts. 

— Specific questions about trans-Tasman 

travel bubble/quarantine-free travel e.g., 

MIQ, suspension of trans-Tasman 

bubble, dates of managed flights

availability,

TRAVEL (11%)
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F A Q :  P A R T N E R  &  O R G A N I C 5

— Note: TPK posted zero COVID-19 related 

posts this week.

No questions within this period

Methodology & data coverage: analysis is 

based on public posts to Te Puni Kōkiri

Facebook walls only.

— Note: MPP posted 10 COVID-19 related 

pieces of content to their Facebook wall 

which resulted in no

comments/statements.

No questions within this period

Methodology & data coverage: analysis is 

based on public posts to Ministry for Pacific 

Peoples Facebook wall only.

There were no COVID-19 related questions to Te Puni Kōkiri or Ministry for Pacific 

Peoples’ walls. 

SUMMARY: Partner FAQs
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Unite Against COVID-19:
Social Conversation Analysis
Tuesday August 17, 2021 
New Zealand
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Update Summary: FAQs - UAC owned channels: Analysts looked at questions asked 

during the period 12pm – 11:59pm August 17. New Zealanders have 

questions about rules for travel (26%) and the alert level change 

(25%). There are questions about vaccine appointments (20%) and 

people are asking about the current case, his locations of interest and 

the variant (14%). 

Conversation analysis – organic, public social channels:

With the move in Alert Levels New Zealanders are discussing Alert 

Level 4. Some are encouraging others to remain positive and to 

comply with the necessary restrictions. There are others who are 

expressing frustration about the move and concern about what the 

change will mean for them personally. 

Measuring categories of conversation: Analysts have established a 

baseline of volume and sentiment in each category to be monitored 

going forward.
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A N N A L E C T  S O C I A L  A N A L Y T I C S 3

What’s in this 
report:

1. FAQS (pg. 4)

Identifying frequently asked questions and conversation 

from users on Unite Against COVID19’s owned pages.

2. Social Conversation Analysis (pg. 5)

How New Zealanders are talking about Alert Level 4 on 

organic, public social channels. 

3. Measuring Categories of Conversation (pgs 6 – 11)

Identifying New Zealanders’ key concerns and monitoring 

shifts in sentiment and emotion on public social channels.
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U A C  O W N E D  C H A N N E L

FAQs UAC – 200 questions (total posts 7,063)
August 17, 2021 (12pm – 11:59pm) 

— In Level 4 can one still get the vaccine?

— I was due for my vaccine on Thursday. 

Will we be contacted to rearrange the 

appointment?  

— Why are vaccinated people locked down 

too?

— Do I rebook my vaccine?

— What about my xyz appointment?

— Can people still work at x during Alert 

Level 4?

— Is there a map showing the outline of the 

Auckland/Coromandel border?

— Why is the whole country in lockdown?

— What are the Auckland locations of 

interest? 

— How did he get the virus?

— Did he stop between leaving Auckland 

and entering the Coromandel?

— Was it confirmed as the Delta variant or 

are we still waiting for test results?

— I am travelling from x to y. Am I still able 

to get home?

— So, flights will still operate on Thursday?

— Are domestic and international flights 

being cancelled across the country?

— If you can’t get home in the 48-hour 

grace period what happens if the Level 4 

lockdown is extended? 

VACCINE (20%) CASES (14%)TRAVEL (26%) ALERT LEVEL (25%) 

Methodology & data coverage: Data is pulled from Sprinklr and includes private 

and public posts. Analysis only covers comments that are identifiable as questions. 

SUMMARY: There were 200 questions to UAC owned channels in the 12 hours 

between 12pm August 17 – 12am August 18. New Zealanders have questions about 

rules for travel (26%) and the alert level change (25%). There are questions about 

vaccine appointments (20%) and people are asking about the current case, his 

locations of interest and the variant (14%). 
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C A T E G O R Y  O F  C O N V E R S A T I O N :  

B R E A K D O W N  &  G R O W T H

Category change:

Total volume of conversation:

August 17: 49,783 (+ 125%)

August 16: 22,101

Category breakdown excludes data that has not 

been classified. This data contains posts and 

comments outside our key word query for 

example tagging friends, one-word responses 

and so on.

Data source: public Facebook pages, Twitter,  

blogs, forums, Reddit in New Zealand. 

Categories current time period (August 17) benchmarked against previous time period (August 16)   

Key

Solid colour: Aug 17

Pattern: Aug 16
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C A T E G O R Y  S E N T I M E N T

Net sentiment of each category

As many of these categories become 

meaningful when New Zealand shifts up 

Alert levels, the ‘% (+/-)’ values will 

become more accurate moving forward.

Sentiment in the #NZPOL Decisions 

category became slightly more positive 

on Tuesday as did Vaccine Rollout. 

Timeframe category was 57% neutral on 

Tuesday. 

Data source: public Facebook pages, 

Twitter, blogs, forums, Reddit in New 

Zealand. 

Comparing current period (Aug 17) with shift from previous period (Aug 16) 

Category % NEG % (+/-) % NEU % (+/-) % POS % (+/-)

Business & Consumers 33 0 57 -1 10 +1

Enforcement 41 0 51 +2 8 -2

Virus 37 -5 52 +4 11 +1

#NZPOL decisions 41 -3 46 +1 13 +2

Economy 32 -2 60 +3 8 -1

Mental Health 48 +1 47 -1 5 0

Financial Stability 32 -5 61 +4 7 +1

Team of 5 Million 24 -8 48 +7 24 -3

Contact Tracing 29 -1 62 -1 9 +2

Timeframe 25 -4 57 -5 18 +8

Domestic Violence 53 -7 45 +9 2 -2

Vaccine Rollout 43 0 42 -3 15 +3
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C A T E G O R Y  S E N T I M E N T :  H I G H  

V O L U M E  C A T E G O R I E S
8

#NZPOL Virus

Business and Consumers
Vaccine

Data source: public Facebook pages, 

Twitter, blogs, forums, Reddit in New 

Zealand. 

Please note the differences in 

volume/ scale (Y axis). See page 6 

for total volume values.Proa
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C A T E G O R Y  S E N T I M E N T  9

Enforcement Economy

Timeframe Team of 5 Million

Data source: public Facebook pages, 

Twitter, blogs, forums, Reddit in New 

Zealand. 

Please note the differences in 

volume/ scale (Y axis). See page 6 

for total volume values.Proa
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C A T E G O R Y  S E N T I M E N T 10

Mental Health Financial Stability

Contact Tracing Domestic Violence

Data source: public Facebook pages, 

Twitter, blogs, forums, Reddit in New 

Zealand. 

Please note the differences in 

volume/ scale (Y axis). See page 6 

for total volume values.Proa
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A N N A L E C T  S O C I A L  A N A L Y T I C S 1

Unite Against COVID-19:
Social Conversation Analysis
Wednesday August 18, 2021 
New Zealand
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A N N A L E C T  S O C I A L  A N A L Y T I C S 2

Update Summary: Conversation analysis – organic, public social channels:

Analysts looked into conversation around masks and face coverings 

following the move to make mask wearing mandatory at essential 

services locations. Some were questioning if mask wearing should be 

necessary if you were vaccinated while others were highlighting the 

importance of both forms of protection.

The category of conversation Vaccination Rollout increased by 71%. 

New Zealanders are discussing what getting a vaccination will achieve 

for themselves and the community.

Measuring categories of conversation: Total volume of conversation 

increased by 22%. Virus, #NZPOL Decisions and Vaccine Rollout had 

the highest volume. Almost all categories became marginally less

neutral in sentiment (more polarized). Team of 5 Million category had 

the largest increase of positive sentiment at 7%. 
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A N N A L E C T  S O C I A L  A N A L Y T I C S 3

What’s in this 
report:

1. Social Conversation Analysis p.g. 4 - 5

How New Zealanders are talking about mask wearing and 

the Vaccine Rollout.

2. Measuring Categories of Conversation p.g. 6 - 11

Identifying New Zealanders’ key concerns and monitoring 

shifts in sentiment and emotion on public social channels.
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C A T E G O R Y  S E N T I M E N T

Net sentiment of each category

All categories became less neutral (more 

polarized) apart from Business & 

Consumers, Mental Health & Timeframe

that stayed stable of became fractionally 

more neutral. 

Vaccine Rollout increased in negativity by

4%, while Team of 5 Million had the biggest 

increase of positive sentiment at 7%. 

Data source: public Facebook pages, 

Twitter, blogs, forums, Reddit in New 

Zealand. 

Comparing current period (Aug 18) with shift from previous day (Aug 17) 

Category % NEG % (+/-) % NEU % (+/-) % POS % (+/-)

Business & Consumers 33 0 57 0 10 0

Enforcement 41 0 47 -4 12 4

Virus 40 3 50 -2 10 -1

#NZPOL decisions 37 -4 44 -2 19 6

Economy 32 0 59 -1 9 1

Mental Health 47 -1 48 1 5 0

Financial Stability 32 0 58 -3 10 3

Team of 5 Million 28 4 41 -7 31 7

Contact Tracing 31 2 61 -1 8 -1

Timeframe 28 3 57 0 15 -3

Domestic Violence 60 7 36 -9 4 2

Vaccine Rollout 47 4 40 -2 13 -2

• Note this table reflects % of sentiment change 

relative to the volume of each category and 

therefore smaller datasets will have more 

exaggerated sentiment shifts. See previous 

page for volume.Proa
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C A T E G O R Y  S E N T I M E N T :  H I G H  

V O L U M E  C A T E G O R I E S
8

Virus #NZPOL Decisions

Vaccine Rollout Timeframe

Data source: public Facebook pages, 

Twitter, blogs, forums, Reddit in New 

Zealand. 

Please note the differences in 

volume/ scale (Y axis). See page 6 

for total volume values.Proa
cti
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C A T E G O R Y  S E N T I M E N T  9

Business & Consumers Enforcement

Economy Team of 5 Million

Data source: public Facebook pages, 

Twitter, blogs, forums, Reddit in New 

Zealand. 

Please note the differences in 

volume/ scale (Y axis). See page 6 

for total volume values.Proa
cti
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C A T E G O R Y  S E N T I M E N T 10

Contact Tracing Mental Health

Financial Stability Domestic Violence

Data source: public Facebook pages, 

Twitter, blogs, forums, Reddit in New 

Zealand. 

Please note the differences in 

volume/ scale (Y axis). See page 6 

for total volume values.Proa
cti
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A N N A L E C T  S O C I A L  A N A L Y T I C S 1

Unite Against COVID-19:
Social Conversation Analysis
Thursday August 19, 2021
New Zealand
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A N N A L E C T  S O C I A L  A N A L Y T I C S 2

Update Summary: Conversation analysis – organic, public social channels:

Analysts explored conversation around tests and testing. Some have 

had a straight-forward experience getting a test while there are 

frustrated commentors who have had long waits at testing stations. A 

barrier for some to getting tested is access to a car.

We looked into how people are discussing locations of interest. 

Commenters are keenly aware of the growing list of locations. 

Discussions include how to access information, the potential impact of 

a type of location (e.g. playground or nightclub) and the extent of the 

spread of the virus.

Measuring categories of conversation: The total volume of 

conversation decreased by 10% with conversation falling across all 

categories. The topics of Virus, #NZPOL Decisions and Business & 

Consumers/Vaccine roll-out have the highest volume of 

conversation.

From a sentiment perspective, we did not see any significant shifts. 

Slight shifts include: 3% increase in negative sentiment in #NZPOL 

Decisions and Business and Consumers.Proa
cti
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A N N A L E C T  S O C I A L  A N A L Y T I C S 3

What’s in this 
report:

1. Social Conversation Analysis p.g. 4 - 5

How New Zealanders are talking about tests and testing, 

as well as locations of interest. 

2. Measuring Categories of Conversation p.g. 6 - 11

Identifying New Zealanders’ key concerns and monitoring 

shifts in sentiment and emotion on public social channels.
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C A T E G O R Y  O F  C O N V E R S A T I O N :  

B R E A K D O W N  &  G R O W T H

Category change: Benchmark

Total volume of conversation:

August 19: 51,807 (-10%)

August 18: 60,475 (+ 22%)

August 17: 49,783 (+ 125%)

Category breakdown excludes data 

that has not been classified. This data 

contains posts and comments outside 

our key word query for example 

tagging friends, one-word responses 

and so on.

Data source: public Facebook pages, Twitter,  

blogs, forums, Reddit in New Zealand. 

Categories current time period (August 19) benchmarked against previous time period (August 18)   

August 19: Colour

August 18: Grey

Financial stability: 1844 (-16%) Domestic Violence: 631 (-5%)
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C A T E G O R Y  S E N T I M E N T

Net sentiment of each category

We continue to see the majority of 

sentiment as neutral across our 

categories. 

Sentiment towards Business & 

Consumers and #NZPOL 

Decisions has increased 

negatively by 3%, however neutral 

conversation remains the most 

common. 

Data source: public Facebook pages, 

Twitter, blogs, forums, Reddit in New 

Zealand. 

Comparing current period (Aug 19) with shift from previous day (Aug 18) 

Category % NEG % (+/-) % NEU % (+/-) % POS % (+/-)

Business & Consumers 36 3 54 -3 10 0

Enforcement 42 1 46 -1 12 0

Virus 41 1 49 -1 10 0

#NZPOL decisions 40 3 45 1 15 -4

Economy 34 2 57 -2 9 0

Mental Health 46 -1 47 -1 7 2

Financial Stability 34 2 57 -1 9 -1

Team of 5 Million 28 0 43 2 29 -2

Contact Tracing 31 0 61 0 8 0

Timeframe 28 0 57 0 15 0

Domestic Violence 55 -5 39 3 6 2

Vaccine Rollout 44 -3 42 2 14 1

• Note this table reflects % of sentiment change 

relative to the volume of each category and 

therefore smaller datasets will have more 

exaggerated sentiment shifts. See previous 

page for volume.Proa
cti
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C A T E G O R Y  S E N T I M E N T :  H I G H  

V O L U M E  C A T E G O R I E S
8

Virus #NZPOL Decisions

Vaccine Rollout

Data source: public Facebook pages, 

Twitter, blogs, forums, Reddit in New 

Zealand. 

Please note the differences in 

volume/ scale (Y axis). See page 6 

for total volume values.

Business & Consumers
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C A T E G O R Y  S E N T I M E N T  9

Enforcement

Economy Team of 5 Million

Data source: public Facebook pages, 

Twitter, blogs, forums, Reddit in New 

Zealand. 

Please note the differences in 

volume/ scale (Y axis). See page 6 

for total volume values.

Timeframe
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C A T E G O R Y  S E N T I M E N T 10

Contact Tracing Mental Health

Financial Stability Domestic Violence

Data source: public Facebook pages, 

Twitter, blogs, forums, Reddit in New 

Zealand. 

Please note the differences in 

volume/ scale (Y axis). See page 6 

for total volume values.Proa
cti
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A N N A L E C T  S O C I A L  A N A L Y T I C S 1

Unite Against COVID-19:
Social Conversation Analysis
Friday August 20, 2021
New Zealand
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A N N A L E C T  S O C I A L  A N A L Y T I C S 2

Update Summary: Conversation analysis – organic, public social channels:

Analysts explored conversation around the vaccine roll-out. Some 

people have had a stress-free experience receiving the vaccine while 

others are frustrated at having their appointments cancelled or are 

turning up to closed sites.

Measuring categories of conversation: The total volume of 

conversation decreased by 1%. The topics of Virus, #NZPOL 

Decisions and Timeframe had the highest volumes of conversation.

From a sentiment perspective, all categories saw a decrease in 

negative sentiment with conversation shifting to neutral.
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A N N A L E C T  S O C I A L  A N A L Y T I C S 3

What’s in this 
report:

1. Social Conversation Analysis p.g. 4 

How New Zealanders are talking about the vaccine roll-out.

2. Measuring Categories of Conversation p.g. 5 - 10

Identifying New Zealanders’ key concerns and monitoring 

shifts in sentiment and emotion on public social channels.
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C A T E G O R Y  S E N T I M E N T

Net sentiment of each category

Negative conversation has decreased 

across all categories shifting toward 

neutral. The largest dataset - Virus -

decreased 4% in negative sentiment.

Financial Stability was the largest 

positive shift (4%). This shift 

indicates less negativity surrounding the 

financial impacts of the outbreak.

Data source: public Facebook pages, 

Twitter, blogs, forums, Reddit in New 

Zealand. 

Comparing current period (Aug 20) with shift from previous day (Aug 19) 

Category % NEG % (+/-) % NEU % (+/-) % POS % (+/-)

Business & Consumers 33 -3 57 3 10 0

Enforcement 39 -3 48 2 13 1

Virus 37 -4 54 5 9 -1

#NZPOL decisions 38 -2 48 3 14 -1

Economy 30 -4 62 5 8 -1

Mental Health 44 -2 51 4 5 -2

Financial Stability 30 -4 57 0 13 4

Team of 5 Million 27 -1 46 3 27 -2

Contact Tracing 27 -4 65 4 8 0

Timeframe 27 -1 58 1 15 0

Domestic Violence 47 -8 50 11 3 -3

Vaccine Rollout 43 -1 44 2 13 -1

• Note this table reflects % of sentiment change 

relative to the volume of each category and 

therefore smaller datasets will have more 

exaggerated sentiment shifts. See previous 

page for volume.Proa
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C A T E G O R Y  S E N T I M E N T :  H I G H  

V O L U M E  C A T E G O R I E S
7

Virus #NZPOL Decisions

Business & Consumers

Data source: public Facebook pages, 

Twitter, blogs, forums, Reddit in New 

Zealand. 

Please note the differences in 

volume/ scale (Y axis). See page 6 

for total volume values.

Timeframe
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C A T E G O R Y  S E N T I M E N T  8

Enforcement

Economy Team of 5 Million

Data source: public Facebook pages, 

Twitter, blogs, forums, Reddit in New 

Zealand. 

Please note the differences in 

volume/ scale (Y axis). See page 6 

for total volume values.

Vaccine Rollout
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C A T E G O R Y  S E N T I M E N T 9

Mental Health Contract Tracing

Financial Stability Domestic Violence

Data source: public Facebook pages, 

Twitter, blogs, forums, Reddit in New 

Zealand. 

Please note the differences in 

volume/ scale (Y axis). See page 6 

for total volume values.Proa
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Category Definitions

We access data through keyword queries. 

We update these queries as the language 

used to describe a topic or theme 

evolves. In this report, keywords have 

been updated to align with changes in 

conversation we’ve observed.

Virus

This conversation looks at the virus itself. This 

may include discussion about medical 

response, health advice, symptoms of COVID-

19 and number of cases/deaths in New Zealand 

and globally.

#NZPOL Decisions

The nation’s response to and perception of 

New Zealand’s leadership and decisions 

surrounding the response to COVID-19.

Vaccine Rollout

How are New Zealanders’ discussing vaccines. 

Including access to vaccines and logistics of 

appointments, any hesitancy/advocacy and 

what vaccines would enable for the individual 

or the community. 

Timeframe

Discussion about how long it will take before 

Alert Level restrictions are lifted or when life 

returns to normal.

Team of five million / Unite against virus 

Encouraging the nation to rally together, 

comply with the rules and cheerleading the 

cause.

Contact tracing

What conversations are New Zealanders having 

about contact tracing and the use of apps and 

other contact tracing methods including 

accessing COVID tests. 

Mental health

What conversations are New Zealanders having 

about their own mental health and that of their 

families and communities. What support is 

being offered and how are people coping and 

what are their stresses/anxieties.

S O C I A L  C O N V E R S A T I O N  C A T E G O R I E S  2 4  H O U R S

Data source: public Facebook pages, Twitter,  blogs, forums, Reddit in New Zealand. 

Business & consumers

The impact COVID-19 restrictions has had on 

how businesses operate and how consumers’ 

behaviour has adjusted to ensure retail / 

hospitality / workplaces run safely.

Enforcement

Responses to the role of official enforcement 

and stories about how infringement is dealt 

with.

Economy

Conversations New Zealanders are having 

about the economy, economic decisions and 

upcoming recession and recovery. 

Financial stability 

The impact COVID-19 is having personally on 

New Zealanders in relation to their employment 

situations and personal and/or business 

finances. 

Domestic violence

How are we discussing family violence and 

abuse. How are the domestic violence services, 

agencies and wider community responding 

during this period. 
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A N N A L E C T  S O C I A L  A N A L Y T I C S 1

Unite Against COVID-19:
Social Conversation Analysis
Saturday August 21, 2021
New Zealand
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A N N A L E C T  S O C I A L  A N A L Y T I C S 2

Update Summary: Conversation analysis – organic, public social channels:

Analysts explored conversation in the Team of 5 Million category to 

check in on how News Zealanders are talking about motivation to 

comply and rule following. 

Comments are largely supportive of compliance however the tone of 

conversation can be charged due some arguing with conspiracy 

theorists, fed up about “community policing” on social media and a 

feeling/concern that there are people flouting the rules. 

Measuring categories of conversation: The total volume of 

conversation fell by 22%, this can be typical on a weekend due to less 

news media published. 

Over-all sentiment became slightly more negative, however Vaccine 

Rollout and Contact Tracing categories remained stable.  
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A N N A L E C T  S O C I A L  A N A L Y T I C S 3

What’s in this 
report:

1. Social Conversation Analysis p.g. 4 -5

How New Zealanders are talking about following the rules.

2. Measuring Categories of Conversation p.g. 6 - 11

Identifying New Zealanders’ key concerns and monitoring 

shifts in sentiment and emotion on public social channels.
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C A T E G O R Y  S E N T I M E N T

Net sentiment of each category

Most categories increased in 

negativity on Saturday.

Financial Stability category 

increased in negative sentiment 

by 9% (-4% positive sentiment). 

Contact Tracing and Vaccine

Rollout categories stayed mostly

stable.

Data source: public Facebook pages, 

Twitter, blogs, forums, Reddit in New 

Zealand. 

Comparing current period (Aug 21) with shift from previous day (Aug 20) 

Category % NEG % (+/-) % NEU % (+/-) % POS % (+/-)

Business & Consumers 38 5 52 -5 10 0

Enforcement 44 5 45 -3 11 -2

Virus 42 5 48 -6 10 1

#NZPOL decisions 45 7 42 -6 13 -1

Economy 36 6 54 -8 10 2

Mental Health 47 3 47 -4 6 1

Financial Stability 39 9 52 -5 9 -4

Team of 5 Million 30 3 41 -5 29 2

Contact Tracing 28 1 63 -2 9 1

Timeframe 32 5 51 -7 17 2

Domestic Violence 54 7 42 -8 4 1

Vaccine Rollout 45 2 40 -4 15 2

• Note this table reflects % of sentiment change 

relative to the volume of each category and 

therefore smaller datasets will have more 

exaggerated sentiment shifts. See previous 

page for volume.Proa
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Virus #NZPOL Decisions

Vaccine Rollout

Data source: public Facebook pages, 

Twitter, blogs, forums, Reddit in New 

Zealand. 

Please note the differences in 

volume/ scale (Y axis). See page 6 

for total volume values.

Business & Consumers
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Timeframe

Economy Contact Tracing

Data source: public Facebook pages, 

Twitter, blogs, forums, Reddit in New 

Zealand. 

Please note the differences in 

volume/ scale (Y axis). See page 6 

for total volume values.

Enforcement
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Team of 5 Million Mental Health

Financial Stability Domestic Violence

Data source: public Facebook pages, 

Twitter, blogs, forums, Reddit in New 

Zealand. 

Please note the differences in 

volume/ scale (Y axis). See page 6 

for total volume values.Proa
cti
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